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PREFACE
This book on an important aspect of the

nation's health has been written in pursu-

ance of the policy of candid but not un-
restrained discussion recommended by the
Royal Commission on Venereal Diseases.

From many different quarters it was urged
upon me that a simple exposition of vene-
real diseases, with special reference to their

bearing upon public health, might appro-
priately be undertaken by one who had seen
much of those diseases in a long professional

career, and had served on the Royal Commis-
sion. Hence these pages, which are intended
especially for members of County Borough,
County, and Borough Councils, of Urban
and Rural District Councils, of Boards of

Guardians and Sanitary Authorities, for

the lay members of the Boards of Manage-
ment of Hospitals, and for Headmasters
and Headmistresses. If, in however slight a
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measure, the book helps forward the great
work in which the National Council for
Combating Venereal Diseases is engaged, my
toil will be well rewarded.

The substance of Chapter VII., on com-
pulsory notification, has appeared in the
Nineteenth Century, and I am indebted to
the Editor of that Review for permission to
repeat it.

M. M.
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THE NATION'S HEALTH

CHAPTER -

The PubUo Health Service

l^T as a nation we suffer in many direc-tjons from under-organisation, a resuU rffl«t sturdy self-reliance of the BritiSla^'

s one of the lessons we have reiuctantiv'
learnt from the Great War. But there k„5
aspect of the nation-s life in ^ii^ThHe'
act ,s less observable than in most ott^!I refer to the vast otgani^tion wWch^^"

t'o rVT''*"'"' State has buit^to check the spread of communicable5«2and pro^.:de its citizens with a hSenvironn^ent By common consent
no country in which the sewen^"

'

age systems, particularly in l4e , ^populatjon Where they are most importLfso nearly approach perfection as in Grm
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Britain. And that is but one of a multitude
of ways in which the Public Health Service,
or State Medicine, as it is also called, cares
for the health of the coi munity.

A far-reaching system.—The ramifica-
tions of the PubUc Health Service are in-

numerable. It begins to concern itself with
the future citizen beiore he is b rn, insisting
that his passage into the world shaU be made
as easy as trained and certified skill can
compass. Before he is six months old it

protects him from the scourge of smallpox
by the rite of vaccination, unless his parents
or guardians are misguided enough to demand
exemption. When the time comes for him
to go to school it medically inspects him.
If he is found to have adenoids, or diseased
glands, or decayed teeth, if he has faulty
sight or hearing, if he is deformed, or mentally
infirm, or afflicted with any other kind of
disease, it sets the school medical officer,

the attendance officer, the school nurse, and
the teacher to work to see that the defect
is, if possible, corrected, and if necessary
drafts him into' a special school where the
system of instruction is adapted to his
infirmity. Over the building in which he
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more or I„ss impatiently cons his tes*,

J

« exercises tht mo<it ™i- ^
lesaont

insisting tliat th.T \ "** supervision,

free from fLh T "^ »n-angeaents

the floor spat 'nd al s^f"
'"""'^ P"*'

the school properiv w
"'*'=^^*'

and lighted nl h
ventilated

pareardwell his

« on leaS "hooT ^^''''f
'° '^P-'-n.

or factory ft re^lf ^ ""^''^OP

substances I^*^" ^^J'^^'^
deleterious

dangers to,us heal^'are,Sto''' ""-^

mum. When he falls sick ifh^ .
*

him w.th profession^ 'L
*°.

only when he has died an^ ''"^

tions has been duly ^t^'^r^"
its interest i„ him cea^

°' "'^t'd ^oes

This, of course i<! fa, /
that the Public Heij 'h

''^
nation. It see, tolt "^"^ the

supply, and does soL^tr^
°'

enough-to ens^e 4T "f~^''°"S''
from adulte^on f

'''^ ^
p-des isouti;:

?r^;L\,'*
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contract infectious fevers, asylums for the

insane, infirmaries for the indigent sick,

and sanatoria for the tuberculous. In many
acute infections it not only secures the

isolation of the patient, but requires to be
notified of the disease, so that by disin-

fection and other means it may be prevented

from spreading. We are, in fact, so sur-

rounded with sanitary safeguards provided

by the State, and so habituated to them,

that we are apt to assume that they occur

automatically and are hardly less in the

natural order of things than the pure air we
breathe on the mountainside.

The results of these beneficent activities

are easily to be perceived, without help from

mortality tables. Typhus fever, which once

claimed hosts of victims, has been reduced

to vanishing point ; and there are large parts

of Great Britain in which no living prac-

titioner has ever seen a case, and might not

easily recognise one if it came in Ida way.

Smallpox, again, save for an occasional at-

tempt at an epidemic, has been relegated to

the category of rare diseases, and the small-

pox hospitals of the Metropolitan Asylums
Board are laigely used for other purposes.
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Scarlet fever, typhoid fever, and epidemic
diarrhoea are much less rife than they were.
Of the three great international epidemic
diseases we are protected from one-yeUow
fever-by chmatic conditions

; the others-
cholera and plague-sometimes timidly knock
at our doors, only to find them bolted and
baired

;
it is as impossible, indeed, for them

to find lodgment in our ports as for foes of
another kind to invade our shores.

^
The final cause.—What is the ultimate

aim of the vast and intricate system whose
operations and results have thus been very
roughly sketched? It is nothing less than
the prevention of disease. Hence it is often
spoken of as Preventive Medicine. True it
cures disease as well as prevents it ; and when
one thinks of the work it has begun to dom curing the health defects discovered in
school children-one of the most important
Of Its more recent developments, which ad-
nuts of, as it imperatively demands, enor-
mous expansion-one must be on one's guard
^amst underrating this aspect of Public
Health work. Sir George Newman, the Chief
Medical Officer of the Board of Education,
has declared that of the six million children
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in the elementaiy schools of England and
Wales at least a million are unable, from
physical or mental defect or disease, to derive
"reasonable benefit" from the education
provided by the State. But even here, while
the immediate thing to be done is to cure
disease, the further duty is recognised of
providing for school children the conditions
of health and removing the conditions of ill-

health, and laying the national foundations
of physical education. And these, of course,
are preventive activities. Allowing, then,
the great importance of curative measures,
it remains true that the final cause of all

this effort is the prevention of disease—to
prevent it from spreading when it occurs
in communicable forms, and still more to
prevent its occurrence.

A great omission.-— Enough has been
s' id to show how far-reaching are the opera-
tions we have been considering. But there
is one group of communicable diseases which
in the past has had no place in the scheme
of State Medicine, so far as the civil popula-
tion is concerned. It is not because these
diseases are not widely spread, or only com-
municated with difficulty. They have re-
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cently been thoroughly explored in all their
ramifications and relations by a Royal Com-
mission on which I had the honour of serving,
and as the result the nation is told that while
they are comparatively infrequent in rural
districts, in large towns at least 10 per
cent, of the total number of inhabitants-
men, women, and children—have been in-
fected with one of them alone, and that
the other is still more widespread. Nor is
it because their effects are trivial. In one
of them scarcely a tissue or an organ of the
body is safe from damaging attack, and it
is declared by one of the witnesses ex-
amined by the R jyal Commission— Sir
Wilham Osier, Regius Professor of Medicine
in the University of Oxford—that a medi-
cal student who was thoroughly grounded
in this disease and the affections to which
it gives rise would have acquired a good
knowledge of aU branches of his profession.
One of the most incapacitating and hfe-
destroying of diseases, it is placed by the
same distinguished authority third or fourth
among what he terms the "killing diseases."
The other disease is less destructive; but
even this, if neglected, inflicts acute suffer-
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ing and may catue iiremediable disability,
and is estimated to be responsible for one-
fourth of all the blindness in the country.

Nor, again, have these diseases been left

outside the scope of Public Health regulations
because they are contracted only by those
who are regardless of the obligations of
morality. It will presently appear that a
vast multitude of the patients are quite
innocent victims, who have to suffer for the
wantonness or carelessness of others.

How, then, can we account for this stag-
gering anomaly—that diseases which make
far more damaging inroads upon *he health
and efficiency of the nation than some of
those which the State has for years been
vigorously combating, should have been left
to pursue their baleful course unchecked?
The explanation is to be found mainly in a
conspiracy of sUence for which no section
of the community can claim to be free of
responsibility. Syphilis and gonorrhoea, re-
spectively the more serious and t.ie less serious
of these diseases, bear names which, from the
principle of association, sound ch illy to the
ear. So, too, does the expression "

venereal
disease "-which, by the way, is a misnomer.
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since it implies that the difeaiet are only con-
tracted in sexual intercourse. Except in
medical literature these words have, until
quite recently, been almost entirely tabooed,
and the things they connote have for the
most part been ignored. A few years ago
M. Brieux took congenital syphilis for the
moii/ of a drama, Les AvariSs, which made
a deep impression in Paris ; but when the
play^t once a trenchant piece of dramatic
work and a powerful homily against syphihc
—was done into English for the stage it was
banned by the Censor. Even the medical
profession is not free from the reproach of
participation in this conspiracy of silence.
It is notorious that the official death sta-
tistics greatly understate the mortality from
syphilis because, out of regard for the feelings
of surviving relati 'cs, the burial certificate
often suppresses the fact that this disease is
the essential cause of death.

This habit, which we had so long followed,
of refusing to recognise the existence of
venereal disease, is not difficult to under-
stand. It was no offspring of the hypocrisy
to which it has often been attributed. Even
to stigmatise it as prudery is, perhaps, some-
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tWng less than just. The true view is toregard it as a survival of the Puritan protest
against the old Uceace of speech. 'wW^
rtl . ttemes forr bald mirth. But, taking the most favour-
able view, it is, if I „ay be excused for

of a RovalT
""^-^''^ AppointmentM a Royal Commission on Venereal DiseasesWhich appeared in the Lancet in iqn " a

disastrously mistaken counsel, the effect ofwhich IS to allow a free course in the body
politic to gross evils which might be sub-
stantiaUy checked were they but frankly
recogmsed and boldly grappled with "

I may be reminded of the Contagious
DBeases Acts, which were certainly an at-tempt on the part of the State to stay the
course of these diseases. But that wa^ notM effort to protect the civil population •

itsaim was the protection of our soldiers and
sailors. In a later chapter it will be shownhow miserably those Acts belied their
promise. Here it need only be s^d
urther that the false start thus Ide tend^
to produce a feeling that the problem wastoo difficult and too elusive for tte SteteT
solve. To this misdirected effort, then, and
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to the conspiracy of silence which is at last
rapidly breaking down, we owe it that not
until the year 1916 did the State make any
further effort to control diseases which for
many generations had been reacting most
perniciously upon the nation's health and
well-being.



CHAPTER II

SyphiUs

Of the origin of syphilis nothing is knownK was brought to Europe from America at

h haf "ntury: how lo^

l^.T"^ '° hemisphere kone of the unsolved problems of historyBy some writers, indeed, it is beUeved that

to ,t can be traced in classical Uterature •

but the majority of those most cementto recogmse descriptions of syphilis hoM theview expounded by Prof. I^i Bloch, rfBerhn in the great "System of SyplSu"pubhshed by the Oxford Universit^ss
ttat "m the entire literature of the OMWorld both Occidental and Oriental no

*° 1495 is to be met with "
That the disease was non-existent in earUer

^.LTr " worn, .
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times in the Eastern hemisphere is borne out
by the fact that examination of the dis-
interred bones of human beings belonging to
the prehistoric, ancient, and medieval periods
has revealed no trace of it. " What a mass
of such evidence," Prof. Bloch exclaims,
" must the unbridled hcentiousness of imperial
Rome and the excesses of the Middle Ages
have provided

!
" Yet, " despite the most

pamstaking research amongst the unnum-
bered thousands of human skeletons of pre-
historic, antique, or medieval origin, it has
not been possible to discover a single bone
showing undoubted signs of syphUitic
changes." Emphasis was laid upon this fact
by Virchow, perhaps the greatest of all

pathologists; and to anyone familiar with
the destructive effects of the disease upon
the bones of the nose, the skull, and many
other parts of iht human frame, it cannot
but carry great weight.

Another consideration which tells forcibly
in favour of the generally accepted view is

one which was urged by the late Sir Jonathan
Hutchinson. He points out that if syphiUs
had existed in Europe before the end of

the fifteenth century it must, from its very
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J!„
overJooked, but must havt

but a fjt:^r """^ p^y-'-

and r„ r °' law-makers,

be found 7 cT *° •'^^^''^e tobe found m Celsus and in the Greek andRoman poets would have pointed To

Europe as an mternational epidemic, it^eve^where regarded as a nev disea;.We need not hesitate, therefore, to accent

s^^hi^'int^ ? '"'^ introduction":

«Trh:rtui"^Tt^:s\*i-''°'*'^^

Italy. the prevalent b^er:r , t::dbeen imported by his foDowera In
attacked France and G.^'. ^" |found its way to Holland Jd'cL?

"

1497 .t raged in E^^land .nitoZZ '

Jd'n 1499 it invaded Russia and w
When Charles VIII. of F^"LS7o
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Paris from Italy in 1495 his soldiers brotight
with them the " NeapoHtan disease." as they
called it, having no other name for it ; and
so swiftly did it spread in France that it
was soon, and for long afterwards, known
as the " French disease." It is referred to
under both these designations in Shake-
speare. Presently it ceased to conduct itself
as an epidemic, for those who had con-
tracted it were immune from a second
attack, and it was not long before the
virtue of mercury as a remedy was dis-
covered; but to this day it is one of the
most widely diffused of endemic diseases,
not only in America and in Europe, but in
the other continents as well.

By the middle of the eighteenth century
some progress had been made in the study
of venereal disease. Many physicians be-
lieved that it comprised several distinct
affections

; but in the year 1767 the great
John Hunter daringly inoculated himself
with venereal matter, and, misinterpreting the
experiment, was led to oppose this theory.
He also decHned to beheve that the internal
organs could be attacked by syphilis, as was
taught by som-' physicians. "I have not
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seen/' he remarked, "that the brain, heart,
stomach, liver, kidneys, and other viscera
have been attacked by syphilis, although such
cases have been described by others • " and
such was his authority in the world of medi-
cine that the utterance, casual as it was
put a stop for half a century to furthe^
research in this direction.

The establishment of the true conception
of venereal disease as consisting of three
quite separate aflfections-syphilis, gonor-
rhoea, and soft sore—was mainly the work
of the great French school of dermatologists
headed by Philippe Ricord. who was bornm 1800 and survived until 1889. It was he
also who divided syphihs into the three
chmcal stages of which some account will be
given later. The genns which are the cause
of gonorrhoea and syphilis have since been
clearly identified, and a similar claim has
been made in connection with the microbe
of soft sore,* though with something less
than universal acceptance. The microbe of
gonorrhoea was isolated in 1879 by Prof
Neisser of Breslau, whose lamented death
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took place in 1916. The microbe of syphilis

a bnUiant young zoologist who had distin-guished h.mself by his researches into^
aided m this investigation by Eric HoS-mann a weU-known syphilologist of Bo^
"7f gift tor clinical observ^rnand deductive reasoning of Sir
Hutchinson had enablel 'o ikelTportant additions to our knowleje o 'ypS^H^pecally in the congenital fin, Ttt

The germ of ,jT,hili,._M<,st of the in-

PJague, typhoid fever, and gonorrhcea =>r»due to infection with bacteX, ^^'fo™the lowest group of organisms in the v^"table kingdom
; but the eerm «f 1*?

like that of malaria, is a pSo^^ Z flongs, therefore, to the lowestTT™^^
animal kingdom. From its sJirS^^^'if^

c
aetected in every form of
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syphilitic lesion, as weU as in the blood and
other secretions. Its demonstration in the
brain m cases of general paralysis of the in-
sane was the work of N' guchi of New York,
whose results have been abundantly con-
firmed by the brilliant researches of Dr.
r. W. Mott and others.

How the disease is communicated.—Like
gonorrhoea, syphilis belongs to the group of
contagious diseases: there must be actual
contact between the exudation or secretion
of a patient, containing the germ, and the
Stan or mucous membrane of the person who
receives the contagium. The contact, how-
ever, may be indirect; that is. the contagium
may 1^ received from a contaminated object
mstead of by direct contact with the sore or
secretion. In both direct and indirect con-
tagion the germ usually, perhaps invariably
finds entrance through a breach in the skin
or mucous membrane, but the breach in the
surface may be so shght that the person
himself IS unaware of its existence.

In direct contagion the great majority of
cases are of sexual origin

; but the disease is
also communicated quite easily by kissing
while nurses who suckle syphiUtic infants.'
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and medical men, medical students, nurses
and midwives. who have to handle syphilitic
patients, have often been infected with it
The most frequent method of direct contagion'
apart from sexual intercourse, is undoubt-
edly that of kissing. A man has a syphilitic
sore upon his hp. Unaware of its nature, or
not reahsmg its great infectivity. he kisses
his wife or child, and if on the recipient's Hp
there should be a tiny crack or abrasion, and
the sore should come into contact with it
the disease will be communicated. I have'
had many such cases in my own practice,
and there is no medical man with much ex-
penence of syphiKs who has not similar cases
recorded in his case-book. Dr. Sequeira. of
he London Hospital, who gave evidence be-

fore the Royal Commission on Venereal Dis-
eases, related the case of a girl in his clinic
with syphihs which she had contracted from
being kissed in the street on Mafeking nightand added that a coUeague of hislad u^^
treatment two girls at another hospital whowere infected on the same night in the sameway. An even more striking instance hasbeen recorded by Dr. Schamberg of Phila-
delphia. m the Journal of the Ammcan
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Medical Association. A company of youths
and girls, ranging in age from sixteen to
twenty-two, joined in a game in which the
forfeit took the form of a kiss. One of the
youths, who had on his lip a syphihtic SOTe.
mfected six girls whom he kissed, as weU
as a seventh whom he met at another party
while a young man was apparently infected
by kissing one of the girls whUe the contagium
was fresh upon her hp.

Among the objects which are most fre-
quently instrumental in communicating the
disease by indirect contagion are razors,
combs and brushes, forks, spoons, and drink-
mg vessek, tobacco-pipes, wind instruments,
and glass-blowing implements. The disease'
has also been conveyed by dental and surgical
instruments

; but these are, of course, steril-
ised after use. and such cases are therefore
rare, except when a surgeon accidentally cuts
or pricks his hand in operating on a syphihtic
patient. Let us see how infection may be
conveyed by a razor. In shavng a customer
who is in the* constitutional stage of the
disease, when the spirochaete is present in the
blood, a hairdresser inflicts a slight cut. and
the razor is contaminated *vith the blood.
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Before it is used upon another customer itw dipped in hot water, or in some anti-
septic, wiped dry, and stropped. It is phy-
^ally clean, but may not be surgically clean.
Xae tmy. invisible germ may still be alive
and may still cling to it. and if. while in this
condition. ,t should inflict a cut. however
shght. upon another customer, it may infect
him with the disease.

The incubation period and primary
8tage.--However the disease is communi-
cated. It always follows much the same
course For the sake of simplicity. I will
describe what happens when it is conveyed
by a kiss. The slight breach in the surfafce
of he hp through which the germ enters
heals up just ;is it would have done other-
wise, and, for a period which usually varies
between three and six weeks, but may be
shorter or longer, the tiny parasite which
contains within its single cell the potentiality
of such dire mischief gives no visible sign
^activity. This is the period of incubation.
Then a sore appears on the spot where the
mfection was received. This is known as
the pnmaiy sore, or hard chancre, to distin-
guish it from the lesion of soft chancre
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(soft sore). As a rule, it is not painful, and
Its nature may not a. first be suspected

;

but it usually has a hard base, it may
be slow tc heal, and the nearest lymph-
glands—those of tlie neck-begin to enlarge
and become indurated. After a few days or
weeks, even if untreated, primary sores, in
whatever situation, may heal, and usually
do

;
but in some cases they ulcerate, and

the ulceration may spread rapidly, in spite
of the strenuous treatment that may now
be applied, and cause great destruction of
tissue.

Such is the first stage of the disease. I
will now outline very briefly the course which
It often follows if left untreated, or treated
ineffectually.

The secondary stage.—A few weeks
after the appearance of the primary sore a
rash comes out on the skin, which is some-
times difficult to diagrose. because it may
mimic w: h surprising precision almost every
known cutaneous disease. The mucous mem-
branes may be the seat of ulcers and other
lesions. The lymphatic glands in various
PM^S of the body enlarge, and inflammatory
affections of the bones and joints, the arteries
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the n^ous system, and the eyt supervene.
These symptoms are proof that the disease
has now infected the constitution : the germs,
which have been busy multiplying themselves]
have entered the blood stream and the lymph
stream, and are forming colonies in the
various organs. This is the stage at which
the patient is most likely to infect others.
In the primar>' stage it is only the sore that
is infective, though that is infective in a
high degree

; but in the secondary stage the
disease may be communicated not only by
the lesions of the mucous membranes, and
in some cases by those of the skin, but also
by the blood, the saliva, the seminal fluid,

and other natural secretions. It is in this
stage, therefore, that most of the cases of
" syphilis of the innocent," syphilis insontium
as it is termed in medical literature, occur.

lae tertiary stage.—The third group
of symptoms may not appear for several
years, and the patient may believe himself
to be cured. Then a process of slow mflam-
mation begins, resulting in the formation of
sweUings (gummata) on the skin and mucous
membranes, the bones, the nerves, and the
organs generally. The lesions of the second-
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aiy period tend to spontaneous healing aftera time, but those of the tertiary period aremuch more persistent, and yield much less
readily to treatment, and not until they have

a^a^er^ '^"^^

The quaternary stage.-There are cer-tam remote effects of syphihs, effects delayed.
It may be, for many years, which were for-
merly grouped together under the term para-
sypluhs. because they were believed to bedue to syphilis indirectly rather than directlyOne theory was that the injury done to thebram and spinal cord and other parts of the
nervous system by the virus of syphilis
caused them to fall a p^ey to the attacks of
other agents, such as the poison of alcohol.Now, however, it has been proved that these
grave affections are the direct result of the
attacks of the spirochete and its poisons,and they may therefore be regarded as con-
stitutmg a fourth stage of the disease.

To this account of the course which syphi-

of efl&cient
treatment, it must be added that in some
cases-happily a smaUer proportion than in
the early days of my professional career-
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the disease pursues, to quote from the
Report of the Royal Commission, " a much
more rapid and violent course ... and
ma>

,
in spite of vigorous treatment, cause

exfensive destruction of tissue, sometimes
terminatmg fatally."

CoMtitutional effects.-If the reader is
not to miss the fuU significance of syphilis,
the chief affections which are set up by its
attacks on the different organs and tissues
of the body in the second, third, and fourth
stages must now be briefly described. Among
them are those resulting from injury done to
the arteries. These vessels, so deKcate in
their structure and yet so strong to resist the
wear and tear of constant use, may undergo
inflammatory thickening, and become hard
and brittle, and finally may nipture, or
the blood flowing through them may clot.
The membranes enclosing the brain and
spmaJ cord may also undergo inflammation
(memngitis), which may extend to the brain
and cause encephalitis, or to the spinal cord
and cause myeUtis. The damage thus done
to the different parts of the nervous system
-the brain and spinal cord and their mem-
branes and arteries—may issue in various
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forms of paralysis

: one-sided paralysis, as
when a cerebral artery niptiires and there
IS an effusion of blood on the brain- or
paralysis of the lower extrer ities when the
spmal cord is affected. Or the patient may
suffer from disorders of speech, from loss of
memory- and mental 3nfeeblement, from con-
vulsions resembling those of epUepsy, or
irom bhndness or deafness.

One cf the most serious effects of syphilis
of the arteries generally is that which is
known as aneurysm. The inflamed artery
degenerates, and at last, with or without
some violent physical strain, it yields at the
pomt of greatest strain and becomes dilated
Some aneurysms undergo spontaneous cure,
r nd If they occur in the arteries of the Hmbs
they may admit of surgical treatment

; but
often they arise in the largest of aU the arteries
--the aorta, the great tube into which the
blood IS pumped by the heart—or in its
branches in the chest and abdomen, and then
medical treatment only is possible, and in most
cases is powerless to do more than alleviate
the distressing symptoms. The heart itself
may also be assailed by syphilis, and some
cases of angina pectoris are due to this cause
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Let me here pause to guard against a
F >ssible misconception. It must not be sup-
posed that all cases of paralysis, or mental
enfeeblement, etc., or of arterial disease, are
caused by syphilis. Many are due to various
other causes, but many also are clearly
traceable to syphiHs, and in the case of
aneurysm the proportion is very large in-

deed. One eminent auxhority. Sir Clifford
Allbutt, the Regius Professor of Physic at
Cambridge, estimates that of all aneuiysms,
syphihs is responsible for some 98 per cent.

The diseases belonging to the fourth period
of syphihs are of the gravest kind. One-
atrophy of the optic nerve, of which about
10 per cent, of the cases are syphilitic—is
an affection that causes intense suffering and
often ends in bhndness. Another, locomotor
ataxy or tabes dorsahs, a wasting disease of
the spinal cord, is usually attended by acute
darting pains ("lightning pains") and by
loss of power over the muscles, especially
those of the lower limbs, so that in walking
the patient holds the foot high, thrusts it

forward, and brings it down with a stamp.
The course of this disease is slowly progressive,
and little can be done to check its advance.
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The third and most serious <rf these long-
delayed effects of syphilis is general paralyl

the ,„sane, with which some 15 per cent,
of he male patients admitted to the asylums

London and other large cities are affected.
Bex-eft of reason and of 11 their bodily powers,
he wretched victims of this disease are at

last reduced to a state in which they merely
vegetate and are mcapable even JloLtZ

iZ^l^ ^^-t

Of no other disease than syphihs can it

iLT ^ ^'^tions ofthe human body and has the power of doing
.rreparable damage to all the tissues that
enter mto rfs structure. Nor is even that
the full measure of its maleficence. Not con-tent with .ts own devastating work, it pre-pares the way for other diseases. It pre-
disposes to tuberculosis and other senV,us
affections, and there are not a few cases of

the malignant growth starts on the site ofan old syphihtic Jesion.

Congenital 8yphili,.-Up to this pointwe have been concerned with acquired
syphJis. When syphilis is communicaJed to
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a child before birth-congenital syphilis-thc
effects are more serious still, because it at-
tacks tissues which are in an early stage of
development and have not yet acquired
the resistive power which comes later. The
disease may be communicated to the un-bom child either by an infected mother, or
possibly by an infected father without the
mother being diseased, though this is a
point upon which there is no certain know-
ledge. By some authorities it is beheved
that the disease can be transmitted to the
third generation, but this is difficult of proof
or disproof, for a congenital syphiUtic who
becomes in turn the parent of a syphilitic
child may have been cured of the disease with
which he was born, and may then have
acquired it just as it is acquired in ordinary
cases.

^

In a multitude of instances congenital
syphilis slays the child before it comes to
birth

;
it is one of the most prolific causes of

miscarriage and stillbirth. From the Report
of the Royal Commission on Venereal Dis-
eases I have copied one of several illumi-
nating diagrams. It shows the case of a
husband and wife to whom were born two
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normal children. Then the husband con-
tracted syphilis. Of the pregnancies which
followed, the first six resulted in miscarriage,
stillbirth, or death in early infancy ; in the
seventh the child survived infancy to faU
a victim to juvenile general paralysis; in
the eighth the child was possibly syphiUtic;

CP

Diagram iUustrating the effects of congenital syphili,.
(5m text.)

in the ninth the result was the same as in
the first six; the tenth child was apparently
free from sypbihs but frail. No statistics
are available to determine the number of
antenatal deaths in the country which are
due to syphihs; but the Report shows that
in one group of ten syphilitic mothers, out
of 85 pregnancies there were 36 miscarriages
and stillbirths, while 14 of the children died
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in early infancy. Fournier, the great French
syphilologist. who died in 1916, has spoken
of the statistics of antenatal and infantUe
death for which syphilis is responsible as
"horrible," and it maybe said without any
trace of exaggeration, as I ventured to say
at the last International Medical Congress,
that this disease is more ruthless than was
the destroying angel who slew the firstborn
of the Egyptians, since it smites even the
unborn babe.

If the syphilitic child comes to birth, it
may be free from spot or blemish when
It enters the world. But withm a few
weeks symptoms corresponding generaUy
with those of the secondary period of
acquired syphilis appear. One of the earUest
IS a chronic inflammation of the nasal mu-
cous membrane, which may extend to the
bone beneath and cause a depression of
the bridge of the nose, expressively termed
the " saddle nose." There may at the same
tmie be inflammation of the larynx, so that
the cry becomes hoarse, and as a rule there
is an eruption on the skin. "The child"
to quote from the Report, " becomes fretjtu'l

emaciated, anaemic, and enfeebled
; the skin
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is loose, dry. and of a cafi^au-lait tint ; in
many cases the face is wrinkled and takes
on a peculiarly senile aspect. Tl e hair may
tall out or be abnormally abundant." I wiU
not detail the other effects of untreated con-
genital syphilis; enough to say that many
of these hapless children die in the first few
months from such affections as meningitis,
hydrocephalus, and convulsions. If they
survive these earlier attacks they are hable
to recrudescences of the disease up to the
twentieth year, or even later. Growth may
be checked, vitaUty depressed, intelligence
stunted

;
repulsive deformities may be pro-

duced, sight and hearing may be lost, and
finally death may

. mercifully come as the
result of one of the incurable diseases of the
central nervous system mentioned in con-
nection with adults. Such are the results
of congemtal syphilis unless the disease is
arrested or mitigated by treatmem
How syphilis may be detected.-Dur-

ing the present century, and especiaUy since
the Identification of the spirochete, great
progress has been made in the diagnosis of
syphilis. Now. too much stress cannot be
laid upon the prompt recognition of the dis-
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^""I recently there were case. iT-J? veven an expert could not be^e th^^**primary sore was syphilitic In v
*

the medical man was
'

dilemma. If he deciln , \ "nonviable

he was condemninrht pati
»

could brn^^:;"trthr K
' ''-^^

really been infected Ifl 1 P"'""* ^""^

he waited „„S L Lt^d^°*'"
P-aced the diagnosis bey^'^d^ubtT^T
precous opportunity of treatfe^ ^
•n the earliest stagJ was1^.%^^
he has no longer to rh^\ ^^^^^y'

emba^assingalt'eLt^X^'fto him with a sore whichl^ ff
""* ^'"e*

^dropoftheexut:.'nrS'«^•
""croscopically by one of iTveral ^r^*"°»thods. and the presenceT k
the spirochete settlel rt
the patient come^ ^ a 'LlTr. "
as often happens for th.

^
especially in wl^. may ^:i,T"^,
patient's suspicion, exu^tl:' ^f^or:^*^
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the lesions of this stage can similarly be
examined under the microscope and the
spirocha.te detected.

Another important method of diagnosis
in tliese da\ s is the Wasserniann test, which
was elaborated by von W'assermann of Ber-
lin. Neisscr, whose name has already been
mentioned, and Briick of Breslau. It is a
process of extreme complexity, which cannot
be described in detail in these pages, but,
reduced to its simplest terms, it means that
if a little of the serum (the watery portion of
the blood) of a syphilitic patient is withdrawn
and combined with other substances and
submitted to certain processes, it is found
to have lost the power which normal human
serum possesses of dissolving the red cor-
puscles of sheep's blood. This is known as
the "positive" reaction—positive, that is,
as showing that syphilis is present ; if the
corpuscles are dissolved, the reaction is said
to be " negative." In cases where syphilis
of the nervous system is suspected, a small
quantity of the patient's cerebro - spinal
fluid is withdrawn and similarly tested.
It may be mentioned also, though this is
no part of the Wassermann test, that in
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syphilis o( the nervous sv«f.m ti.

spinal fluid may be ex^LT i
wh.n it -11 V, ""amined microscopicaUv

?Sw than is normal.
The Wassermann reaction, to return to itfor a moment, „„t only employed to dl

-d to Check the 'resXrt;eatlr'^
^

of great service, in conjunction^^h 2

to time he can ascertain wTetter tl

Trtrr^^ or re^uiresl^^tar:

need not be described here fL V v*^
been said to show that th! !,

^
be diagnosed "O"

difficu?^
-^^'^ty »d without

menflhrT"" 'yPh'lis-In treat-ment, the advances made during the if.few years have been as Jr».-
-<ie in diagn^r wt"' "
remedy was mercury. tCSL L'L^J
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aware that its value in the treatment of this

disease was discovered no ^rcat while after
the introduction of syphilis into Europe. It

is referred to in this connection in " D( n
Quixote," written within a centur>' of that
event. At one time it fell out of favour
because it was administered injudicioush-,

with the result that symptoms were set

up which were felt to be almost worse
than the disease itself ; but this led to
its more judicious use, and the reaction
spent itself.

From time to time arsenic was tried as
a substitute for mercur>-, and in the present
century Paul Ehrlich. the eiii'nent synthetic
chemist of Frankfort, set himself the task of

forming an arsenical compound which would
destroN- the S})irueh;i te witlifiut injuring the
tissues of its human host. Hundreds of ex-
periments were made, and the result of the
6o0th ex})eriment was the formation of a com-
pound which is known as salvarsan, or, more
colloquially, as " 6ou." When, at the end
of 1910, Ehrlioh had satisfied himself of its

efi&cacy by its results in thousands of test

cases, it was made available to the medical
profession generally. The effects of this pre-
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:^:\r'''''':

in the great nTafo^":
cases the spiroclLctes are destroyed or sulpressed, and the Wassermann test'^ows th^the disease has ceased to be activT q i
varsan, as the Report of the Rot l" r
mission truly savs LT
^t^r.^u ' ^ ^ ' created "a newep«:h m medical science." Before long t"

which
'9^3 Ehrhch had a reception

in rn,rT " ' salvaisan and his death

patents a^ J^T' '°"' '"''^ German

of tt^TthT^ ""'break

was IZ.^. ^-^^^'y other countries

provided
equl^aleote 7 .1

neo-liharsivan whZ kharsivan and"lars.van, which correspond respectively
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to saJvarsan and neo-salvarsan, while the
irench have manufactured substitutes in
arsenobenzol and novo-arsenobenzol. and in
galyl.

Marvellous as are the effects of the com-
pounds which we owe to the genius of EhrHch.
they are not without limitations. It cannot
be claimed for them that they are an abso-
lute cure for syphihs, as was at first hoped
In a few cases they fail to check the progress
of the disease, and in other cases in which
they do stay its course for the time being
there is presently a relapse, and the Wasser-
mann test, which had been negative, becomes
positive once more. The true line of treat-
ment, therefore, is not to rely upon salvarsan
alone, but to combine with it mercury At
mtervals injections of the arsenical com-
pound are given, and each is followed by a
course of mercury. In the vast majority
of cases, if begun in the primary or the
early secondary stage and duly persisted in,
this 'intensive" treatment, as it is caUed
effectuaUy arrests the progress of the
disease.

r In the tertiary stage, in addition to sal-
varsan and mercury, the iodide of potassium
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and other iodides are used, because of their
effects in promoting the absorption of the
inflamed and dead tissue which is present
in this period. When all cases of syphilis
are promptly diagnosed and treated with
sa^varsan and mercury, there is reason to
beheve that these later symptoms will not
be met with

; but until then the third stage
of the di^ase will stiU offer a field of usefuhi7ss
to the iodides.

It is pleasant to be able to close this
chapter on a note of optimism. I have had
the unwelcome task of showing that syphilis.
If not treated efficiently in the earliest stages
IS a disease of which the gravity camiot be
exaggerated. Now, however, that medical
science ,s armed with the means of detectingAm Its beginnings and applying to it eifectul
remedies, we are justified in placing it in

«n
'""^'^ So much~n be said because since the introduction

rf the new methods many cases of reinfection
have beoi reported, and for a patient to ber^ected he must first have been cured
There a good ground, therefore, for the
declaration of the Royal Commissioners that
eradication of the spirochete, with com-
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p^e cure, or a total absence of any subse-quent signs or symptoms of the diUZ Z.

^ maiority of cases, can be atS bymtensive- treatment when commenced tothe pnmaiy stage."
""ci»,ea in



CHAPTER III

Gonorrhoea

world from tune immemorial, though as we

oX'r
'^'^'^'y distinguished fromother venereal diseases untU the nineteenthcenfuiy. If fes disastrous in iTs efiec^^an it stiU requires to bfreg^ded

finally to be a source oft^Tand often ,t is difficult to dete^minfwS

Iv L ,

*° '"f««ve. There

caSst^ 5'"'^ ="^"0'' °^ from

b^^* .f'^ *° ^^o'"^- involving no

lapse. Further, m gonorrhoea, unlike syphilis.
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the patient is infective in the incubation
stage, and though this, fortunately, is usuaUy
short, the cases in which the disease is com-
municated before it has manifested itself in
symptoms are by no means rare. Thus it
is that gonorrhoea is so widespread a dis-
ease. Erb, a leading authority on venereal
diseases in Germany, estimates that in Berlin
It is six times as prevalent as syphilis

; and
every medical man knows that in this coun-
try also, in large centres of population, it is

rampant. The conclusion arrived at by the
Royal Commission on Venereal Diseases was
that while in our large cities at least one person
in ten has been infected with syphilis, " the
percentage affected with gonorrhoea must
greatly exceed this proportion."

The germ of gonorrhoea, and how it
is communicated.—As we have seen, the
microbe of gonorrhoea was discovered by
Prof. Neisser of Breslau, in 1870. It be-
longs to the coccus group of bacteria, in
which ^he organism is not rod-like, as are
bacilli, but is rounded; and it is known
as the gonococcus. Though the contagion
may be conveyed indirectly, by towels, etc.,
defiled with the gonorrhceal discharge, it
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is almost always communicated sexuaUy.
Patients sometimes allege that they have
contracted the disease from the infected seat
of a water-closet, but Guch cases must be
extremely rare, and Mr. Frank Kidd, F.R.C.S,,
of the London Hospital, in the' valuable
statement which appears as Appendix XXIV.
of the Royal Commissioners' Report, says
that he has never met with one. The germ
finds entrance not through the skin, but
through mucous membrane—in men the
mucous membrane of the urethra, the tube
which conveys the urine from the bladder
to the surface of the body ; in women, in
the great majority of cases, the mucous
membrane of the vagina. The average in-
cubation period, during which the gono-
coccus is multiplying itself, is from two to
seven days, but it may be as short as one
day, or as long as twenty-one days.

Effects of the disease in men.—The
pathological process is the same in both men
and women, but the effects of neglected
or inefficiently treated gonorrhoea differ in
the two sexes owing to the difference in the
organs affected. In men, at the end of the
mcubation period the poisons elaborated by
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ger i^t.t. th, tissues of the ,„ethrathe .„fla„,an.tkn gives rise to a dU^charge cons.stin3 ir pn-t oi germs which hatebe^ destroyed by the white cells (leucocytel)of the blood, whose office it is to resist theseand other noxious agents which T

the human oream^ -i^ ^
„r,/i J- V

wganism. This in ammation

Nature s attempt to stop the infectio; at

Where the power of resistance to this disease

over the infla™;;^,,:^-?^-'^^^^

, ! Pi'esently the inflamna-tion subsides, the discharge lessei^^j
ceases, and he has no'urtheT^ouSl

T^ese cases of spontaneous cure it is that^e accountable for the levity with wU^tte <hsease ,s sometimes regarded byv*oW not how exceptional they a^f

"«erS »d "tif"
°' '°"g-<irawn.out'unermg and the mcapacitation which inother cases are its dismal sequels.

In ordinaor cases which are not efiectu-
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ally treated the germs invade the further
parts of the urethra, infecting not only thetube .tsel and the surrounding tissues, but
ateo the glands in communication with it-
the prostate, the seminal vesicles, and the

^f!"' The lymphatic
glands m the groin also become slthtly
swollen and tender, and in severe cases J.
scesses (buboes) may form and require tobe opened by indsioa In a few weeks the
^sease becoming chronic, passes info the
stage known as gleet ; for the time being
the patient has no more pain, and there isnothir^ to remind him of his sufferings ex-
cept that when he rises in the monung hemay not.ce a little di^harge-the "m^iing
drop. Even this may be absent, and he

until he indulges in alcohol, or sexual inter-
course, or some unusual exertion such asa long bicycle ride, when the discharee re-
curs- In a few days it may again cease;
but the germs are only latent, and much
more senous effects wiU presently reveal
ttemselves as the result of their attacks

wth rt, or thelbladder, or even the kidneys
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Thus the urethra may be so narrowed that

the water is enable to pass along the channel.

nf .^^K^ir*^"^ "^"^ ^'^^ inflanunation
of the bladder, which may extend to the
kidneys, with a fatal result unless surgical
operation gives relief. The prostate gland,
which sinrounds the further end of the
urethra near the bladder, may become chronic-
ally inflamed, causing profound mental dis-
tress as weU as great physical pain. Not less
senous are the effects of inflammation of the
seminal yc^cles, and if both of them should
be affected, and their ducts become ob-
structed, the capacity for fatherhood is lost
This deprivation may also arise in anotherway. from inflammation of the testicles, an
intensely painful' condition which may endm atrophy (withering) of the organs. If thegerms find their way into the bladder thev
will set up inflammation there-another very
painful complication, characterised by a fre-quent and urgent impulse to micturate. From

'^'"^ "'"y "P the ureters
to the kidneys, and these also will thenbecome mflamed.

To this catalogue of genito-urinary com-
plications m men must be added others, not
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less painful and serious. The genns. like
those of syphilis, may enter the blood-stream
and so be disseminated throughout the body
and may even give rise to an acute form
of blood poisoning. Many bad cases of in-
flammation of the joints which are commonly
laid to the account of rheumatism or gout
are reaUy delayed manifestations of gonor-
rhoea. The joints may be permanently
damaged and the patient be crippled, and

may follow from
inflammation of the tendons, or of the fibrous
membrane that covers the muscles, and thus
the patient may suffer from lumbago, orfrom fiatfoot or other deformities. The in-
flammatory process may also attack other
organs and structures-the heart, the men-
inges or membranes of the brain and spinal
cord, the n-is, the pleura, the peritoneum; themembrane covering the bones (periosteum),
and the nerves, and , so gonorrhoea hassome share m the production of meningitis,

,

Effects in women.—When the disease
^conteicted by women the gonococcus may
find lodgment m the urethra, but most often.
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as I have said, it penetrates the mucous
membrane of the vagina. The first symp-
toms are local pain, and a sense of heat and
tingliner, accompanied by a profuse discharge.
The disease is peculiarly liable to be overlooked
in women because they are accustomed to
pelvic pain and discharge from vt^rlnus other
causes. If it is not i)n)mj)tly and clkctively
treated the germs ma\ travel upwards to the
womb and downwards to uie external organs,
and to the glands which lie on < ither side of
the vaginal orifice, where ab- css^^s may form
and where they may still find harbourage
long after active symptoms have subsided.
In cases where the urethra is not the site of
inoculation the germs usually find their way
there from the vagina and so to the bladder,
where, as in mi n, they cause great pain!
Gradually the aii t ction passes into the chronic
stage, in which there is little pain or dis-
charge

;
but exposure to wet or cold, indul-

gence in unsuitable food or in alcohol,
or in marital intercourse, may cause an
exacerbation of, the disease with a return
of the symptoms.

The later complications are of a dis-
tressing character. Women are hable to
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nancy not seldom ends in miscarriage, owing
to extension of the i alammation from *he
vagina to the lower pnrt of the w .b.

Should the child be c, rried to full term • u re
is greut risk of the < nios and tubes lie-

comii'; infected, so i '..um an> future prcf-
nanc\ imj-ossibl wiulc • other '>i^tc ia

should join forces vviih t r -nocot. th.

hapless woman, i' k'v mg bi.th t her M!<
may be attacked by fatal puerf al lev r.

That gonorrhcea a prolific cause -f fei ,ile

sterility is beyond doubt ; it is estimate-
,

indeed, by those most competent to ju .

+hat it is responsible for not less than > per
cent, of all the cases. Well may the Roya
Commissioners remark, after rt JourHng the se
facts relaiiii: to female sterility, that " a
f.T 'Ti re S( ious view of ;,i)norrhoea :han is

bhuuld je taKcn
Ml tin u) hr n ad pted

b. h by tne medical piofcssion and the
puolic.
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usually infected ,n the act^ h 1"^ "

rcrot^:;n£«ay also be infected shortly after birth.
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by the infant touching its eyes, or by con-

tact with defiled towels, etc. Midwives and
maternity nurses are now trained to cleanse

the child's eyes immediately after birth with

boric-acid solution as a routine precaution,

and to apply disinfectants where necessary,

and the cases of blindness due to this cause

are happily becoming less frequent ; but it

is calculated that 70 per cent, of all cases

of ophthalmia neonatorum are gonorrhoeal,

and that, as we have already seen, of all

the blindness in the country gonorrhoea is

responsible for not less than one-Jourth.

Enough has been said to show how gra\ e

are the effects of neglected gonorrhoea. When,
indeed, one remembers its enormous preva-

lence, the ease with which it is communicated,

the suffering it entails, especially upon women,
the myriads of children whom it has doomed
to blindness, and its calamitous influence

upon the birth-rate, it seems misleading to

speak of it as "less serious" than syphilis,

and is misleading unless the reader has been
brought to a 'due sense of the gravity of

the " more serious " disease.

How tlte disease is rt'Ci)gnised. — The
urine and the mucous membrane can bt
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examined for indications of gonorrhoea
; but

the most important method of diagnosis con-
sists in microscopical examination of the dis-
charge. In the acute stage the germs can
be recognised without difficulty

; but in the
chronic stage their detection is by no means
easy, for they are now not nearly so numer-
ous, nor is their appearance so characteristic
and they may be altogether absent for weeks
together, hiding in the recesses in which the
urethra abounds. Repeated examinations
may therefore have to be made. It is a
striking indication of the pernicious effect of
alcohol in this disease-and it is hardly
less detrimental in syphiHs-that one way
of making sure whether absence of the
germs and of the other signs of gonorrhoea
IS temporary or permanent is to give the
patient leave to resume temporarily the use
of mtoxicants. which has to be forbidden
durmg treatment. " Nothing." as Mr. Kidd
remarks, " stimulates the lurking gonococcus
like alcohol." If at the end of a week the
signs of gonorrhoea are still absent, it may
safely be concluded in these cases that the
disease is cured.

The remediet for gonorrhoea.—As^ in
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syphilis, so equally in gonorrhcea, it is of
the greatest importance that the disease
should be recognised and treated in the
early stage. If the gonococcus can be pre-
vented from reaching the further parts of
the urethra in men, and can be restricted to
the vagma in women, the serious complica-
tions that have been described will not arise
In this country the methods of treatment
have, as a rule, been inferior to those in usem France and Germany and America, and
too much reliance is still placed upon the old
methods. One mistake still often made is
that of trusting to rest and to the adminis-
tration of copaiba and other oils by the
mouth, and postponing the use of injections
for some weeks from the fear of " driving
the disease back." whereas the disease will of
Itself extend along the urethra or the vagina
as the case may be, unless prevented by
mjections that destroy the germs. Another
mistake is that of giving injections from the
beginning but giving them too weak, or too
strong, or not of the right kind. The drug
which is found to be most destructive of
the gonococcus is nitrate of silver, but as
this substance is very irritating to the mucot
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membrane, special preparations of it which
are but slightly irritating, and yet inimical
to the germs, are employed in weak solutions.
In very acute cases it may be necessary to
wait until the inflammation has quieted down
before beginning the injections

; they must
then be persisted in until the germs that may
have reached the further parts of the urethra
in men or the womb in women have all been
destroyed. Even in more ordinary cases this
treatment may at first a^^gravate the pain
which is felt in micturition and cause the
discharge to be more profuse, bij+ its effects
will be seen before long in mitigated pain
and diminished discharge. In women the
use of antiseptic douches, as for an ordinary
discharge, instead of injections that will kill

the germs, is most injudicious, for the only
effect is to facilitate their progress to the
internal parts.

Promptly and skilfully treated along the
lines thus described, the disease may be
cured in a few weeks, but no rule as to time
can be laid down. In some cases treatment
has to be continued for four or five months,
or even longer.



CHAPTER IV

The Prevalence, Distribution, and Econo-
mic Effects of Venereal Disease

As soon as we ask whether venereal dis-
eases are increasing or diminishing in this
country, we are confronted with the discon-
certing fact that no trustworthy statistics
as to their prevalence are on record This
IS true both of Poor Law institutions and of
voluntary hospitals. It is also true of the
Registrar-General's returns of the number
of deaths due to syphilis, while the National
insurance Commissioners are not yet in a
position to supply figures relating to these
diseases. The Royal Commission on Venereal
Diseases had. therefore, reluctantly to con-
less that, "except in the case of the Navy
and Army, there are at present no means ofamving at an accurate estimate "

of their
prevalence. If- the Registrar-General's re-
turns of the deaths caused by syphihs could
be trusted it would appear that this disease
« on the down-grade. In 1875 the deaths

56
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per million inhabitants certified to be due
to it were 89 ; in 191 1 the proportion had
fallen to 51 per million. But Dr. Steven-
son, the Superintendent of Statistics to the
Registrar-General, says bluntly that "the
worthlessness of the returns as an absolute
statement of the number of deaths from
venereal disease scarcely requires demon-
stration." Many deaths which should be
ascribed to syphilis are attributed to other
causes out of regard for the feehngs of rela-
tives, and many primarily due to it are
ascribed to the consequential diseases. Thus,
to give actual instances, a death caused by
gumma of the brain—a manifestation of
tertiary syphilis—was certified to be due to
" cerebral tumour," while another which was
the result of arterial syphilis was put down
simply to "arteritis." How Uttle reliance
these returns deserve, so far as syphilis is

concerned, is evident from the fact that they
show no dedine in the number of deaths
from the consequential diseases, as would
certainly be the case if syphiUs itself had
undergone a substantial diminution. On the
whole, the Royal Commissioners express them-
selves as " doubtful whether there has been
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butable to syphilis in recent years

"

«v.f°Ii
"^ '^^'^ '° Army, how-

ever, there has been of late years a pro-
nounced decline of venereal diseases. The
causes of the improvement in the Army havebeen luminously described by Colonel Gibbard,
K.A.M.C. A chief place among them mustb« assigned to the ^stematic use which
has been made of the newer methods of
diagnosis and treatment, where the RoyalArmy Medical Corps has led the way. But
mfluences of a moral and educational kind
have also borne their part. Thus lectures

them the consequences of contracting venereal

i^' f"^,'™'*'-
^''^™ngs are conveyedm talks to them individually. The barracks

have been made more attractive by the pro-

T^""*'"'*
'=*di"g and recreation

rooms, outdoor sports and pastimes havebeen encouraged, and in these and otherways the men have been furnished with
«lutanr and elevating counter-attractions tothe enticements of the canteen and the town

cai^^'Ih^T"'
*° ''"'k <" these things be-

cause they have a veiy distinct bearing upon
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the problem how to lessen the incidence of
venereal disease among the civil population,
and I hope the reader wiU remember them
when we come to consi^^e* the means of
solving that problem.

Prevalence.—After hea ng a great deal
of evidence from experts, and studying such
figures as they could obtain, the Royal Com-
missioners came to the conclusion referred
to on earlier pages— that the "number
of persons who have been infected with
syphilis, acquired or congenital, cannot faU
below ID per cent, of the whole populationm large cities, and the percentage affected
with gonorrhoea must greatly exceed this
proportion." That arresting statement may
suggest the question whether these diseases
axe more rife in our large centres of popula-
tion than in those of other countries. To
this a negative reply can be given without
hesitation. Thus Erb has estimated that
12 per cent, of the population of Berhn is
syphilitic, and we have seen that in that
city he estimates the number of persons who
have contracted gonorrhoea to be six times
as great. Fournier was of opinion that there
was lest syphilis in London than in Parif,
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ttl''\^K./''^°"'*^ ^5 per cent, ofthe inhabitants had been infected. In Mel-
bourne again, authoritative investigations

tZl
'

We are not justified, therefore, in this
connection, m indulging our national foible
of believing that we are worse than our
neighbours. But even so. how necessary it
IS that we should endeavour to reahse what
these percentages mean. Dr. Douglas Whitewho has given special attention to the statis-'
tica^ side of venereal disease, iias pointed out
that If 10 per cent, of the population ofLondon have been infected with syphilis itfoUows that in. the metropohs alone there

450.000 syphihtics. Further, he has

f7Z"*i!^'*!.-*^'
proportion of recorded deaths

from this disease and the consequential dis-
eases as between London and the whole of
the United Kingdom, is approximately i to
7. and that according to the same proportion
the whole country would contain about three
milhons of syphihtics. Gonorrhoea is muchmore prevalent still; but it would be use-
ess to cany the calculation further, for
the two diseases may comcide in the same
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patient, and all that it is safe to assert
is that the cases of gonorrhoea are prob-
ably several times as numerous as those of
syphilis.

Distribution.—If of httle value as re-
gards prevalence, the available figures are
more trustworthy as indications of the dis-
tribution of syphilis. Taking first the geo^
graphical distribution, the mortaUty recorded
for syphilis is greatest in England and Wales,
where the crude annual death-rate per milHon
inhabitants from this cause is 46, while in
Scotland it is 42, and in Ireland not more
than 22, or less than half the rate recorded
for England and Wales. These figures, by
the way, are an interesting indication that
the sister island well deserves the reputation
she enjoys for marital fidelity. The mor-
taUty from the consequential diseases, general
paralysis of the insane, locomotor ataxy, and
aneurysm. foUows the same relative order
of distribution, except that the mortality
from aneurysm, for some reason difficult to
explain, is highest in Scotland, while, Uke that
fromgeneral paralysis, it is disproportion.-^ iy
low in Ireland. If we compare town with
cottntiy. we find that syphilis and the affec-
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town diseawi. The mortality is hishest in

towns, whde the rani districts are far inthe rear. There are no .etna] figures bZi^upon the ge^raphical distributC ofSrh<»a but the evidence obtained by tieRoyal Commission tends to show thaf Uk!«s, it is very pred^nin^rtty^i

story of greater prevalence in townttan m counf,y. The mortaUty fro„,^"d the three consequential diseases
males over i< vmtc » • ,

highest h. tLr^s^f^rj^td^o^
h^hest among the partly

fttsses, and after them the class intermediatebetween them and the skilUH i

"
These skilfed bbourtrstcuty he M^T'
in this discreditebl. table of'^'pr^edil' fh
textile woricers the sixth. thr^lNt
eventh, and the-agricnltnnU labonreS h„Mthe place of honour at the bottom of the^

1 quote the actual figures from the Re^of the Royal Commisrion, but their^
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ficance w,ll better strike the ~e if thev ^,given in tl» order ol prevalence

^

Order of
prevalence

I

a

3

4

5

7

8

Unskillcd labour

Between un.kilJed and skilJ«i Ubo;;, 3^Upper and middle
Between 3 and 5

^oa

Skilled labour

Textile worJcew

Miners
.

.

Agricultural labourers

280

264

108

The figures are a curious wram,,!. r
meeting of extremes. thrn^T h

"

highest a„,ong the unskilleda^^^labourers on the one hand. andT^-l"*and m.ddle classes " on the <S„ hi, T
b»tthat.he,astfhrrL:tlt«^^r'
mmer., and agricultural labour"s^lT^ably well defined. There cTb^ .'""'^

then, that sjphiUs is a town" ~

"^ peasantry.
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this aspect of the subject would require
a whole volume; all that can be done in
these pages is to give some fragmentary in-
dications of the enormous waste of the
nation's resources in which we are involved
as the rciult of having left venereal diseases
to pursue their disastrous course without let

or hindrance.

We may begin with the rhildrrn. The
subjects of congenital s\pliilis and gonor-
rhoea! ophthahniy crowd the special schools
that have to be provided for the education
of blind and deaf children. For example,
in the London County Council schools for

the blind there are some i.ioo children, more
than half of whom—from 55 6 to 58 4 per
cent.—owe then: bhndness to these disea^ s.

Apart from the money spent in providing
treatment for these bUnd and deaf children,
the cost of educating them is from seven to
ten times greater than that of educating
normal children, and when their education is

finished they may still be more or less a
charge upon the conuuunity. To them must
be added a large proportion of the idiots
and imbeciles - ho are maintained in our
eleemosynary and Poor Law institutions, at
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w^ll as children who «ffer from the bo„.

n :^:^' congeXlXh^

about l,v "Z ""^ "'•"ft

- the .a;\n:r.xirrSt

av^age s.re,«th « the^av^' oi "J,
„"

nj«n* as many as 26n or/^ ^ ^9.54o

the result rfv^e^'l '"^t »^

i'omc Army d^le •

"

K . ,„r^
this cause was 503

about a <,uarIra~ days were lo.t fro. vener^L^

sense—arc mUlions in number anH *
organised atlenmt has vTk °°

brine these Hi./ ^ "'•"'e to™8 these diu. ,ses under control, it can
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be seen at a glance that the number of work'
ing days lost to the nation every year is to

be counted not by the hundred thousand,

but literally by the miUion.

Even more serious than the temporary
incapacitation of adults is the permanent
disability which results from the late mani-

festations of syphihs. The estimate of the

Royal Commission is that in England and
Wales alone the expenditure on the victims

of general paralysis of the insane in public

asylums amounts to nearly £90,000 a year,

and that if to this disease are added other

forms of syphilitic insanity requiring asylum
treatment, the annual cost cannot be less

than ;fi5o,ooo; and may be much more.

Many sufferers from other incapacitating

affections, such as locomotor ataxy, various

forms of paralysis, circulatory affections, and
chronic skin and bone diseases, have to be
maintained in Poor Law infirmaries, where,
like the insane in asylums, they may lingo:

for ten, twenty, or even thirty years, a con-

stant charge upon a community which is

thus made to suffer for its neglect of an
obvious duty.

Immense i.s is the cost of educating and
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CHAPTER V

Spreading the Light

The canker which has for so long been cor-
roding the body pohtic has now been de-
scribed. The essential features of syphilis

?»nd gonorrhoea, the wide prevalence of

these diseases, and the havoc they are work-
ing to the health and economic welfare of

the communitv, have been disclosed. The
more agreeable task follows of showing how
the nation is to be saved from their ravages.

The remedy for the evil, as conceived by the
Royal ConMnission, is divisible into two
main parts—(i) the provision of facilities for

the diagnosis and treatment of these di».

eases, and (2) the propagation among the
people of the kind of knowledge which I

have been endeavouring to convey in these

pages, so that they may shun infection as
they would shun a deadly poison—which
indeed it is—or, if the light comes too late,

or is disregarded, may at any rate submit
themselves to skilled treatment in the earliest

68
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tongs m the reverse order to that in which«^ appear m the Report. I„ doing «,!

M« ,„ the situation :„ which we find our-

TJ'""^'" "''^'^ ^P^-d broad-

TrM t„ ^K*'.^'"'
'^'""^'^^ °' population,nor « to theu- l<«.cal order. I wish simplyby vhis inversion to emphasise how muchmore desirable it is that disease shouU btavoided than that it should be cured The

wht
"''"^^fonal aspect ol the remedy,wh le ,t. practical and administrative phas^Will be considered in the next.

voue ea disease is too indelicate a sub-

been s^m"
"

Kuits None the I,.,,, the virtually universal

riri:':'" °^ ^iscuL^n

of^^ M- attitude

geddon has changed the values in ahnost
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every sphere of the nation's life, has in-
validated many a musty precedent and
annihilated many a hollow convention, has
created a presumption in favi u- of a vigor-
ous and drastic handling of great questions.
Bu+ this is not the full explanation of the
nation's readiness to tear down the veil of
silence behind which these things had been
hidden. It must also be assumed that a
sense of the folly—one might almost say the
criminality—of leaving men and women,
and especially the young, in olank ignorance
of the grave risks incurred by any departure
from the path of virtue had been imper-
ceptibly growing up in the mind and con-
science of the community. How often, when
the discovery of venereal disease is made,
must its victims have asked, " Why was I
never told of this ? " And if a note of in-
dignation creeps into the question, who can
say that it is without reason ? It is for us
to make it impossible that that question
shall ever be asked in the future.

At the same' time, it must be recognised
that the propaganda which it is necessary
to carry on is subject to one disadvantage.
There are people who, having been exposed
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to contagion, it ma>- be at some remote
penod, fear quite groundlessly that they
have contracted syphilis. There are others
who, having contracted it and been cffectu-

treated, fear a relapse. In some ases
these fears become an obsession, and a state
of mmd is induced which is known as svphilo-
mania. Such cases wiU. no doubt, be more
numerous now that the subject of venereal
disease is being pressed upon the attention
of the nation. The drawback must be
accepted as unavoidable

; but it ts a draw-
back, and it suggests that all who take part
in this campaign should be studiously careful
to avoid exaggeration which might excite
needless alarm, and should never insist upon
the seriousness of venereal disease without
making it clear that by prompt treatment
Of the right kind its progress can be arrested

Education in the home and in the
8chool.-Education of the kind we are now
considering should begin in the home. Prim-
arily the responsibility is that of the parent
-of the father in relation to the son. of the
mother in relation to the daughter. The
Royal Commission has renmukd parents
that the efforts made by others cannot
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relieve Ihcm of their natural c-blipation to
give thcr rhiWron all necessary Ruidance
and admonitinn. Jiut we must take tlie
world as we iind it

; ,ve must reeo.nise that
there are multitudes of fathers and motherswho will neglect this elementarv AaW evenwhen they p<Ksess the knowledge of' these
thuigs themselves. And this is true not
merely of those who are without anv sense of
parental responsibility. The estabUshment
of conlident.al relations between parents and
children, and especially, perhaps, between
father and son, is often curiously difficult
jn-en wljen there is no lack of aLtion, ^Mr. \\ells has shown in the brilliant and
powerful novel which he gave to the worldn the autumn of 1916. It is necessary
therefore, that others should take up tUs

n^h.
"'^ Though it may

not be fittmg that the subject sh.mid bod^t wrth m elementary schools, it is desir-
able, as the Royal Commissioners point out,t^t t^.e practice which is growing up forhead teachers to have private interviews
with pupils when the time comes for them
*° 8" the world, or before if ti.ey
should betray special .uied of moral guid^
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ance. to warn them of the temptations that

assail them, should become general. If
the discretion of the teacher can be relied
upon, the warning should be repeated 'n
evening contianation schools, and to warn-
ing should l>e added information on these
subjects

;
and it is advised that the aid of

properly constituted voluntary associations
should be enlisted not only here, but also
in factories and workshops wherever it is
pc^ss.hlc to arrange for this kind of in-
strm tion to be given.

In public and secondary schools there is
at once greater need and greater oppor-
tumty for moral education. The subject has
tor some time been receiving consideraticm
from headmasters and headmistresses, and
the R.n al c cmmi: .loners express the hope
thattheir attention will now be directed Voit^ nK>re el^ectivelv. while tho- consider
that inthe Universities much remains to be
doitt 1^ those responsible .or the mural
edtKatiOB of imdergraduates. They add that
students m traini,^ coflcges snould be care-
fully pr^ared for the work which will iall
to them in this direct«i. This point can-
not be too nach itrTraiMrT li ^nsBMao. If the guidance
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furnished in school and college is to be
acceptable it must proceed from instructed
mmds, and be offered with all possible
delicacy and tact.

The c<M)penition of voluntary agen-
cici.-.We have seen that there is work
for volunta^. associations in continuation
schools and in factories and workshops.
Ihe Roj al Commissioners recognise whathas been done for the welfare of the youngby mst;tutions such as the White Cro^League and the Alliance of Honour, andthey

, ,^e help of properly managedboys and girls' clubs, of the Boy Scouts
«^e Bo,s' Brigade, and similar agenc^ i'
well as of rescue and preventive societies.
It will presently be seen that these appealswere answered in advance.

F«r'X°''T"''* P''''°'^d word.-
For this form of education there is clearly
«iimense scope. Here, however, the Royd
Commissioners utter a significant word of
warmng. Some books and pamphlets were
brought to th«r notice which they found

and calculated to do positive ham by the
injudicious manner in which the subject is
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treated. No one acquainted with the publi-
cations which provoked this warning can
have any doubt as to its necessity. Their
deplorable taste is the least of their faults
Nothing more admirably suited to disgust
the public with the whole movement could
be imagmed. The Commissioners advise
therefore, that no pubhcations should receive
the countenance of educational authorities
which are not issued with the imprimatur
of the body of which some account may now
be given.

The National Council for Combatin*
Venereal Diseases. — This CouncU was
formed while the Royal Commission was
pursuing Its investigations, the inaugural
meeting being held on November nth 1914
under the presidency of Sir Thomas Barlow!
When the Commission was dissolved, five
of Its medical members, with Mrs. Creighton
and the Rev. Dr. Scott Lidgett, accepted
seats on the Council, whUe Lord Sydenham,
the able and distinguished Chairman of the
Commission, to whose wise guidance more
than to any other single factor is to be
attributed the signal favour with which the
nation has received ito Report, allowed
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^;>n«lf i.» I., nomimted Prerident. will,

wart, as \ .ce-Presi.K nt,. The CouncU em-braces many leaders of ..... medical^^^
'epre. .na.n-es of ,he ( hurcl.cs. aid
diversity of serial and philanthr^pic j^l^
'epreseiiiod—to name hnf , r

Prwroi ^ II

»ut I few—are the

the Royal Collese of I'l.ysicuns nf London
"«= Royal Soctty

rl.iTr 1^.
^'^ Council, the

S the I ^^T"*'""
^-"y'

( ''-^h

tec«o;If r -',
Association for the Pro-tect.on of Girls and Women, the Young Men'sand Voung Women's Christian Assoclwthe Headmasters' and Headnustresse.- As^'c a..„.s. Queen MCoria's Jubi^JZ

ol Nurses and (he Royal British
Association, the rinrii,- rw •

the SM.i "'f'-'^"'>
Organisation Society,the S tlements Associations, the EugeniSEducation Society, the National VigS

Rescue and Preventive Committee of the
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National Uatoi, of Women Workers. There
•s. m fact hardly any form of religious,n3
or hygienic effort which to not represeTd
directly or i™&ectly. on thto b^y Thepresence of so many leader, of the Church«
>s a guarantee that moral and religiowT
cent,ves w

, receive their due em^ ta

vL "iM Especi^gra"

should have thrown then.soln. cnthn,^^
ally m o the Council s work. The c<.o^.
tion of women is, indeed, osseni.al toitsaccess. Lew of the spheres in which thjare now doing such magnificent work for th^^t^of^^ such scope for their special gift:

1. To provide accurate and enliehtpnf^ri ,r,f
as to ,1,0 prevalonc. of ,h«. S3« '^j IsT'Ik"necessity for early treatment '» the

for'h* tSt, ->' «««
an^^tp;^;r.:^'S-:r^--
soun'i tao^Kr. r' f.^f-^-tion of ,

5. To co-operate witt ««ci,.iom,Ti^
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6. To arrange, in connection with such organisations
for courses of lectures, and to supervise the preparation
of suitable hterature.

i~»"vu

mJn?'/^
legislative, social, and ad-

muustrative reforms as are relevant to the foregoing
aims and objects. ^ ^

The Council's many-sided work is done
through the medium of committees-a Military
Committee to cany out educational work in
the Army, a Propaganda Committee to con-
duct a general educational campaign and
secure the necessary publicity, a Literature
Committee to decide to what publications
the imprimatur of the Council should be
given and to foster the production of
further hterature of a suitable kind, a
Medical Committee to promote the organi-
sation of facilities for treatment and to
encourage researches in connection with
these diseases, a Finance Committee, and
an Executive Committee to co-ordinate the
operations of all the others. A large
quantity of. hterature has already been
distnbuted. mcluding abstracts of the Royal
COTinussioners' Report. Many hundreds' of
lectures have been dcUvered, and the
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oTtte P^^'hir The leading organs

iL I-
* °P''°^'l their columns to

spite of so many other nraon* 1 •

purse, a ge„eLs%?C* ^vMedZCouncU with the funds which have^de ^hese activities possible, and may be^tt^

Sndtm;r"«'^'-''»p»«n



CHAPTER VI

Facilities for Diagnosis and Treatment

That the existing facilities for diagnosis

and treatment are grossly inadequate is uni-

versally admitted. With regard to diagnosis,

the modern methods that have been de-

scribed in earlier chapters are little used

either in Poor Law institutions, in prisons,

in contract medical practice, or in con-

nection with Public Health work. The case

of the voluntary hospitals is somewhat better,

and has of late been unproving, but the pro-

vision is still quite insufficient. Even for

well-to-do patients the new methods are

employed less fully than they might be,

partly because of the expense and partly

because there are still some medical men

who do not properly appreciate their value.

Essential as they are to the detection of

venereal disease in the earUest stage, it is

only in the Navy and Army that reasonably

full advantage is taken of them.

Of facilities for the modern methods of

80
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ireat»,e„l there is as great lack as of those
for diagnosis The accommodation providedn he general hospitals for venereal patients
IS n the words of the Royal Commissioners,
altogether insufficient." I„ some hospital^

a^ttough ehgible. they are not encouraged

Z^tnl^
-;--"g^nients made for outdoo^

treatment take no account of the con-

foTr I''
P'*'^"*^- There are only

four special hospitals for these diseases in

chester, Glasgow, and Dublin; and thoughthey are doing a most valuable work, it isof^ ourse, on a relatively minute scale. InPoor Law practice, again, the provision is
nadequate^ Under the Nation^ (Healtl^
Insurance Act venereal patients are entitled

IscTn T f *'«''*°>«ntas can be properly undertaken by a general

skill but the injection of salvarsan, for^ample. is certainly not yet within Z
m^fh K ^ practitioners. Itmust hero be noted that by a model rule oftte National Health Commissioners veTerea
patients are di«,ualiiied for sickness or Z
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ablement benefit ; and although the rule is

enforced leniently by some societies, by

others it is observed strictly. They are thus

deprived of a material inducement to place

themselves under qualified treatment, and

the Royal Conunissioners condemn the rule

as contrary to the interests both of pubUc

health and of economy—an emphatic ex-

pression of opinion which it is to be hoped

may lead to its prompt abrogation.

The policy of the Royal Commission.

—We have seen that all sections of the

civil population suffer in greater or less

degree from insufficient facilities for diag-

nosis and treatment. The policy of the

Royal Commission for meeting the deficiency

is not wanting in boldness. It is thai of

rendering the best means both of diagnosis and

of treatment available, free of charge, to every

venereal patient who is willing to take advan-

tage of them. The point of view from which

the question is regarded is that, venereal

disease once acquired, it is at once the duty

and the interest of the State to see that it

is promptly cured, because, if it is not, the

patient will continue to be a source of danger

to the public health, will sooner or later
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be incapacitated from taking his part in the
nation's work, and in a large proportion of
cases wiU become a charge upon the public
purse. It is not forgotten that many people
brmg these diseases upon themselves by
their disregard of the dictates of morality

;

but it is also remembered that multitudes
of the sufferers are entiiely innocent of
moral fault. To discriminate between the
two sets of cases is clearly impossible, nor
even if this were possible, would it be justifi-
able to deny the means of treatment to those
who may have themselves to thank for their
plight. As Lord Sydenham cogently pointed
out m his first presidential address to the
National Council, Providence has allowed to
mankmd the knowledge of remedies for these
diseases, and it would be criminal to neglect
them. " That it could be desired or intended
by the Almighty that helpless women and
children should suffer for the sins of othersB not a doctrine likely to survive in the
hght of knowledge." It is, indeed, so essen-
tially urational and inhuman that it may
be left to be its own confutation.

But. it may be asked, why should those
who are weU able to pay be aUowed to claim
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gratuitous treatment? Well, it is not in-

tended that such patients should receive free

treatment unlc^s it should prove to be the

only way f f inducing them to accept treat-

ment. They will be told that they ought

to be treated privately, and the Medical

Officer of Health may be trusted to make

heir duty sufficiently clear to them. But

.1 in the end they refuse to provide them-

selves with private treatment, then, less in

their own interest than in the interest of

the community, they will be allowed to have

institutior treatment. Such cases will prob-

ably not be numerous, and the point has

little practical importance, except that to

decide it othoivise would be to negative the

broad principle that the interest of the

conmmnity imperatively requires that these

diseases ^ould be cured, e*
' ^'lough the

community has to bear th of the

cost. If for any reason wlu v^jr a case

goes untreated, the actual and potential loss

to the nation in the long run would be in-

definitely greater than the cost of treatment

in the only stage in which treatment can

be effectual.

Outlines of the scheme.— The scheme
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by which the policy is to be carried out can
be stated quite briefly. The facilities for

diagnosis are to be organised, as far as

possible, in connection with existing labora-

tories in Universities and in general hos-

pitals, and all borough and county hospitals

which are sufl&ciently large are to be en-

couraged to provide laboratories of their own
with a salaried pathologist, so as to become
pathological centres for the various counties

or districts. To these laboratories will be
sent material for submission to the tests

whic will determine whether the patient is

suffer, ig from venereal disease. This is the
revival of a scheme which was devised a few
years ago for the development of diagnosis

of disease in general by laboratory methods.

In 1914-15 the House of Commons voted

a grant of ;f5o,ooo for the purpose, and the

Local Government Board had prepared a
circular letter to the county councils and
county borough councils inviting them to

frame schemes and submit them for approval.

Then came the war, and the letter was never

issued.

Similarly, use is to be made of existing

institutions in the Qiganisation of the means
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of treatment, the institutions here beiiig the

general hospitals, in which wards are to be

allocated to venereal patients who need in-

door treatment, while for outdoor patients

evening clinics will be provided, the evening

being the time when working-class patients

can most conveniently attend. An alterna-

tive plan would have been the creation of

special hospitals exclusively ior venereal dis-

ease, but this, besides being much more
costly, lies open to the fatal objection that

venereal patients, naturally enough, are averse,

as a rule, from going for treatment to in-

stitutions where their very presence would
proclaim the nature of their disease. Another

feature of tfie scheme is that the treatment

at any centre is not to be limited to patients

living in a given area. Those who are so

anxious to keep their secret that they would

be nervous about going to a hospital in their

own district will have the option of attending

elsewhere.

Subject to proper safeguards, it is re-

commended that private practitioners should

be supplied gratuitously with salvarsan or

its substitutes for the benefit of their poorer

patients. This arrangement is necessaiy in
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order that no one should be debarred by

lack of means from the advantages of inis

treatment. Further, it is important that

opportunities should be afforded to gener
*

practiticners and medical students to aoquhe

the technique of the new methods of treat-

ing venereal disease, and it is proposed, there-

fore, that the wards and clinics to be pro*

vided under the scheme should be accessible

to all medical men and medical students who
desire to become proficient in these methods.

The Royal Commissioners also made some

suggestions to the teaching authorities of the

medical profession with a view to the better

instruction of students in venereal disease

;

but into this subject it is not necessary

to enter in a book intended for the general

reader.

The view of the Royal Commis ion is

that no satisfactory scheme f^r rendoriog

the means of diagnosis and treatment ain-

versally available can be organised unless the

respomibility is shouldered by ^e State.

It was therefore for the Local Govemmen
Board to take the initiative by inviting th(

largo: local authorities, such as the county

councils and the county borough councils.
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to frame schemes on the lines here traced out.
after consultation with the governing bodies
of the general hospitals. The cost wiU, of
course, be considerable, and the Royal Com-
missioners considered that as the movement
is for the benefit of the whole community, and
patients are to be entitled to treatment any-
where and not merely in their own distrirts,
and as, moreover, these diseases have a
national and not merely a local importance,
and the need for action is urgent, not more
than 25 per cent, of the expenditure should
be borne by the rates, the remaining 75 per
cent, to fall upon the Exchequer. The
wisdom of thus casting three-fourths of the
burden upon, the State is not likely to be
questioned. Apart from considerations of
abstract justice, if such considerations can
enter into the question, it can hardly be
doubted that if the local authorities had
been called upon to bear a more consider-
able proportion of the cost it would have
been much less easy to count upon the^r
willing co-oporation, which it is most desir-
able to secure. If any local authority should
refuse to come into the movement, it is

proposed that the Local Government Board
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should be empoweri d to mal e direct arrange-

ments with the hospital authorities in the

area. At present I know of no indications

that it will be necessary to resort to tnis

procedure.

Such are the main outlines of this com-
prehensive plan for solving on the practical

side the problem \ ;

' the Royal Com-
mission was charge ^ \o investigate. Its re-

ception by the country has been favotvable

to a degree for which lew members of the

Commission could have been prepared. The
Repoj-t was issued in February, 1916. In
April, ample evidence being forthcoming

that the nation had awakened to the

gravity of the situation, a deputation from
the National Council waited upon the then

Presi('^nt of the Local Goverimient Board,

and h the satisfaction of being told by Mr.

WaUei Long that they were knocking at

an open door, that the Government had
decided to carry out the plan, and that the

Board was about to communicate with the

local authorities inviting them to frame

schemes for approval It was fitting that

this epoch-making announcement should have

been made by Mr. Long, for it was he
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carried out, in the teeth of a formidable
opposition, the policy which ended in the
total suppression in this country of rabies.
At a great meeting at the Mansion House
of the City of London in the following
October, presided over, in the absence of
the Lord Mayor, by Lord Sydeiiham, and
addressed by Mr. Herbert Samuel, at that
time Home Secretary, as well as by the
President of the Local Government Board,
it was reported that the Board had been
in communication with theflocal authori-
ties in England and Wales and that the new
programme was weU launched. In the same
month the Local Government Board for
Scotland issued an Order to the local au-
thorities of that country on the same lines
as that which had been sent out to the local
authorities of England and Wales.

One of the first of the schemes to come
into operation was that of the London
County Council, which was adopted by the
Council, without a dissentient vote, at the
end of November, 1916, and at once sanc-
tioned by the Local Government Board. It
had been framed in consultation with the
local authorities of the Home Counties, with
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a view to the common utilisation of the hos-

pital facilities for which the scheme provides.

The scheme for the City of Lcmdon was
adopted by the Common Council early in

December, and many other local authorities

now have schemes either actually at work or

ready for submission to the Local Govern-

ment Board.

There are still difficulties to be removed
and misunderstandings to be cleared up

;

but, on the whole, the attitude both of the

local authorities and of the hospitals, so far

as my knowledge goes, has been sympathetic,

and the handsome tribute paid to the hos-

pitals by Mr. Long on behalf of the Govern-

ment at the Mansion House meeting was
well deserved. If " well begun is half done,"

the triumphant success of this great depar-

ture in Preventive Medicine is assured.



CHAPTER VII

Should Venereal Diseases be Notifiable?

lr2T'°" '^''^ shouldbe made compuisorily notifiable is one thatdemands serious attention. TheRo^m
''"^ ^ S^^^* °* evidence beX

consideration, with the result that subiect

ilZenr ""^""""^'y decided not torecommend any system of notification, evena confidential nature. In some quartersh« «">sed acute disTppoin -
ment, and it is necessaiy, therefore, to re-view the reasons that are to be u;ged fo^and against notification.

Results of notification. - Undoubtedly
there is a strong prima-facie presuaS
in favour of notification. This poS"'^
been applied to one infectious disease aftepotter, with great benefit to pubKc heaitt

by the Local Government Board. In
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measles and whooping-cough the results have
been inconsiderable, because these diseases

are infectious in a high degree before their

nature can be determined. But in typhus
and typhoid fever, smallpox, scarlet fever,

and diphtheria notification has yielded ex-

cellent results, and it is proving to be of

great value in tuberculosis, to which it was
fully extended so recently as 1914. It is

natural, then, that many who feel strongly

about the prevalence of venereal diseases

should desire that a policy which has answered
so well in some other diseases should be
extended to these.

What notification does.— Let us see

precisely how notification tends to check the
dissemination of infectious disease. When a
Medical Officer of Health is notified of a case
of acute infectious fever—say scarlet fever

he is able not only to carry out an investiga-

tion as to the channels of infection, such as
an infected water supply, and take steps for

stopping the infection at its origin, but to

arrange for the isolation of the patient,

either in a fever hospital or in the patient's

own home, and also, where necessary, for

some measure of isolation (quarantine) of
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those who have been in contact with him.
Further, he can ensure that when the patient
has been removed to a hospital, or when
he has recovered if he remains at home,
measures of disinfection are duly carried
out.

Now let us ask whether isolation and
disinfection are appropriate in venereal
diseases. Isolation surely is net necessary.
These diseases are not infectious in the sense
in which the epidemic fevers are infectious

;

the infection is not diffusive, is neither air-
borne nor water-borne, nor does it attach
Itself to things that have been in proximity
to the patient. They are contagious diseases,
and while it is necessary that the patient in
the infective stages should avoid certain
kinds of physical contact, and that articles
contaminated by hiixi. such as drinking
vessels, should not be used by others, there
is no need whatever for isolation. And in
diseases such as these, which may run a
course extending over months or years,
isolation is at least as impracticable as it

is unnecessary.

Disinfection? This is no more appro-
priate to venereal diseases than is isolation.
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Here it is the patient who needs to be dis-
infected, not his surroundings, and the only
way of disinfecting him is to cure him. And
that is to be done not by notification, but by
renderng accessible to him. however poor,
the best means of treatment, by bringing him
to see the grave and irremediable conse-
quences of neglecting hem, and by ensuring
that he shaU not be deterred from avaihng
himself of them by tbe fear that his secret
will not be kept.

Notification and tuberculosis. — But it
may be considered more profitable io bring
tuberculosis rathsr than the acute infec-
tious fevers into comparison with venereal
disease, for tuberculosis, like syphilis and
gonorrhoea, may run a very prolonged course.
In what ways does notification tend to check
the spread of tuberculosis? Chiefly be-
cause, wlien a case is notified to the Medical
Officer of Health, he, or someone who under-
takes the duty for him—it may be the
medical officer of a tuberculosis dispensary-
can follow the patient to the home and see
that the treatment prescri! is carriea out,
and that precautions againsc communication
of the disease are properly observed. At the
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same time he can examine other members
of the household, so that any who have
already acquired the disease, and may have
no suspicion o the fact, may come under
treatment while it is still in an early stage
and there is hope of permanently arresting
its advr.nce. Are such measures possible in
the case o." venerea diseases? Obviously,
from the odium that surrounds these dis-

eases, and the anxiety of the patient to keep
his secret, they are not, nor can I imagine
that any advocate of notification would
maintain the contrary.

Compulsory treatment.—Some of those
who are agitating for compulsory notifica-

tion do not shrink from coupling with it

compulsory treatment. Their logic is admir-
able, but what of their sense of the practic-
able ? To believe that, brought face to face
with this difficult and delicate problem, a
nation so passionately resentful of official

invasions of personal liberty would, without
a long process of argument and persuasion,
tamely acquiesce in coercion such as this, is

a state of mind which I can only regard with
amazement. But if compulsory treatment,
under present conditions, is out of the ques^
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tion that torn the extension of this syst^to venereal diseases no such advantagTs^
Lit^ « fberculosis.

u ''^ ««ept that

ing proper treatment ? Let them know that

tLn ' *

pubhc official, and you furnish them withthe strongest possible inducement tTr^
to u«sed treatment. It is not^^
t^Du?^*' °^ Patients

» rae of the most serious obstacles to the^catron of these diseases, and nothjcould be more calculated to reinforce that

Rov!^f^ « evidence before theRoya^C„«on, frankly admitted that thi'was a strong angument" against notifica-
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tion, and though he was prepared to accept
the disadvantage, I suggest that it is too
great a price to pay for any benefit that
can reasonably be expected from it.

Professional confidence. — There are

many medical men, no doubt, who, like Sir

William Osier, would welcome notification;

but can it be doubted that there are also

many who, when they had to regard the

question from the point of view of the
individual patient, would be unable to resist

his urgent plea for secrecy? The feeling

between doctor and patient is not unlike

that between confessor and penitent, and
the appeal for strict confidence would in

many cases not be uiiged in vain. If those
who favour notification will study the evi-

dence submitted to the Royal Commission
on this point, they cannot fail to perceive
that the weight of expert opinion was de-
cidedly against the proposal. They will see

that it was the official witnesses, whose pre-

dilections might be expected to be on the
side of notification, who were most opposed
to it, not as being undesirable in itself, but
because they are persuaded that in the
present situation it is impracticable. Among
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these official witnesses were Dr. Newsbolm.

Cluef Medica^ Officer and Medical Inspect*
of tte Local Government Board, Dr.Chatom
Medicd Officer of Health for GlasgotTd

f»'^ °f H »lth

t"es t '•f;
*he representa-

oi Seal n ^r*^ °' ^"^''^ Officers

rf 2fB v W'*^"' Secretary

the same s«le. his opinion being that thesense of professional confidence would pre-

L^^t? '•'^ taken up byLieut -Colonel Sir Herbert Maitland, of theRoya^ Army Medical Corps, who h;s m^e

sSey
°» Venereal Diseases at

Modified notification. -Some who re-cognise the serious practical difficulties in

^ way of full notification take the view

^ Ln ft" °' '^'^'''^ notification miglTbe adopted, a system in which the patient

*

name and address would not be Xclo^/but only the bare fact that a case ofv™
<i»ease was under treatment. It w^
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be pretended that this semi-notificatioii, at it

might be called, could have any but a sta-

tistical value, and even that would be of

the slightest, for it wcold inevitably lead

to a good deal of duplicated notihcation in

cases where a patient who had been treated

by one practitioner and notified, put himself

into the hands of another, or others. The
statistics would, therefore, be misleading, as

they have been found to be in Denmark
—almost the only country, by the way,

where notification prevails. Thus Dr. Svend

Lomholt, of the Municipal Hospital in Copen-

hagen, came to the conclusion, after examin-

ing the figures for that city, that the actual

number of* cases of venereal disease there

was only about half the number notified.

Moreover, even with notification so imper-

fect and unsatisfactory as this, the patient

might still fear that it was less secret than

it professed to be.

The Royal Commissioners' recom-

mendation.—^The conclusion of the Royal

CoHMnissioners, to give it in their own words,

was that " at the present time any system

of compulsory personal notification would

fail to secure the advantages claimed. We
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•re of opinion," they added. " that better
results may be obtained by a policy of edu-
cation regarding the importance and serious
nature of venereal diseases and by adoption
of the measures we have ah-eady recom-
mended for increasing largely the facilities
tor diagnosis and treatment." Then follows
the important qualification mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter: "It is possible
that the situation may be modified when
these facilities have been in operation for
some time, and the question of notification
should then be further considered. It is
also possible that when the general pubUc
becomes alive to the grave dangers arising
from venereal disease, notification in some
form will be demanded."

There the Royal Commissioners leave the
question; there the National Council for
Combating Venereal Diseases is content to
let It remain

; and the Government of the day,m adopting the scheme recommended by the
Royal Commission for providing gratuitous
faculties for diagnosis and treatment, made
It qmte clear that under present conditions
they would have nothing to do with any
system of notification. My own conviction
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after hearing and dispassionately considering
all the evidence on this point presented to
the Royal Commission, is that at present, with
no power of preventing unauthorised treat-
ment, notification would operate as a most
formidable obstacle to the measures which
are of immediate moment. If the time comes— and possibly it may come sooner than
many expect—when notification will cease to
act in that way, and will have been pre-
ceded by the legal prohibition of quack-
treatment of these diseases, then I for one
shall be ready to work for and welcome it.

Until that time comes I cannot but regard
it as one of the many instances in which the
better is the enemy of the good. And those
who attempt to force it forward now, in-

stead of waiting to see the effect of making
the means of diagnosis and treatment acces-
sible to all, will not, I submit, be advancing
the object which we all alike have in view
—that of applyJng to these diseases the
most effective possible check with the least
possible delay.
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The Poliey of Regukcion

As some who are genuinely concerned about
the prevalence of venereal diseases believe
that compulsory notification would be a
valuable aid in combating them, « hers
have shown an inclination to l ^ack to
the repealed Contagious Diseases ; cts. For
this latter policy—the regulation of loose
women—there is much less to be said than
for the former. But to those who are not
well versed in the question, and do not know
how deeply it has been discredited by re-
sults, it is apt to present itself as a short
and isy method of solving the problem.
It is worth while, therefore, to devote a few
pages to a discussion of the question. It will

not be difficult to show that this is one of
those seeming short cuts which prove to be
blind alleys.

History of the C. D. Acts.—The first

of the Acts was passed in 1864, with the
object of preventing the spreaj « enereal

103
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diseases in military and naval centres. After
an experience of two years this Act was
repealed and an amending Act substituted,
and a further amending Act was passed in
i»t)9. Though these measures went through
Parhament with but little discussion, their
operation was closely scrutinised, especially
by those who held them to be immoral in
tendency, unjustifiable in that they placed
a woman's hberty and reputation at the
mercy of an over-zealous or blundering con-
stable, and inequitable in that they involved
the prmciple of sex discrimination, since they
were directed solely against prostitutes, whom
they subjected to police surveillance and
compulsory.medical examination, while leav-
ing their patrons unmolested. By Com-
mittees appointed by both Houses of Parlia-
ment in 1868 and 1869 to inquire into the
working of the Act of 1866. a cautious
extension of the system was recommended
but as a result of the bitter agitation against
It which had sprung up a Royal Commission
was appointed in 1870, whose Report, while
generaUy in favour of the policy, advised
that the periodical examination of the women
concerned should be discontinued. A Select
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Committee of the House of Commons, ap-
pointed in 1879, after an investigation occupy-
ing three years reported against the repeal
of the Acts, but only by a narrow majority.
The opposition in the country had all this
while been gathering force. In 1883, the
year after the publication of the Select
Committee's Report, an Order was issued
abolishing compulsory examination, and in
1886 the Acts were repealed.

By its terms of reference the recent Royal
Commission on Venereal Diseases was pre-
cluded from considering the policy of the
Acts, but its members placed on record their

unanimous view that the evidence received,
including that of Continental experts, pointed
to the conclusion that no advantage would
accrue from a return to the poUcy of regu-
lation. And they called attention to the
highly significant fact that "the improve-
ment as regards venereal diseases in the
Navy and Army has taken place since the
repeal of the Acts."

Results of regulation.—The statistics of
the incidence of venereal diseases in the
Army in the United Kingdom from 1866
to 191a are httle favourable to the policy
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of regulation, though inferences drawn from
them must not be pressed too far. for they
are incomplete until the year 1890 is reached.

i«67 there was a considerable rise ; then
began a fall, possibly due more or less to
the influence of the Acts, and this con-
tinued with a slight interruption until 1875.
lAat year witnessed a rise that persisted
almost without a break until 1885, by which
time the Acts had been virtually aban-
doned, their repeal taking place in the
following year. From 1885 until the period
of the South African War there was an
ahnost uninterrupted fall, the admissions to
hospital being 275 per thousand in 1885
and only 93 per thousand in 1900. It is
not to be supposed that the diminution was
due to the mere discontinuance of regulation
The explanation undoubtedly is that when
this poUcy was abandoned the Army authori-
ties apphed themselves in earnest to edu-
cational and moral measures of the kind
described in Chapter IV. (p. 58).

It may.be urged that in this country
regulation was carried out on too small a
scale for the results to be decisive, ance
It was only designed for the protection of
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soldiers and sailors, while the clamorous
opposition which it had to encounter as
time went on must have had some adverse
influence. Even so, the Army statistics

ought surely to make a very different show
if regulation had any genuine efficacy. But
let us inquire what have been the results

where regulation has aimed at the protec-
tion of the whole community, and has not
been sensibly thwarted by agitation. In
Paris, after more than a century of regula-
tion, venereal diseases are more prevalent
than in London. At the first of the In-
ternational Conferences on Syphilis, held
in Brussels in 1899, Foumier, the most
eminent French authority on this subject,
although still in favour of maintaining the
system, admitted that syphiUs abounded as
it did before the system was instituted.

The complete failure of regulation in
Paris has been attributed to imperfections
in the methods of applying it rather than
to any fault inherent in the principle. Let
us therefore turn to Germany. We learn

from Prof. Blaschko, of Berlin, that regula-

tion is in force in all the towns of that
country, and in North Germany is compul-
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sory. Yet venereal diseases are estimated
by him and by other authorities to be more
nfe m Berlin than in London, and the in-
efficacy of regulation has of late years been
so e^adent that in 1902 a Society, the Deutsche
GeseUschaft fiir Bekampfung der Geschlechts-
toankhaten. was initiated by Prof. Neisser
Prof. Blaschko. and others, to combat these
diseases on lines similar to those upon which
our own National Council is now working
At the last International Conference on
Syphihs, held in Brussels in 1902, Prof
Neisser frankly conceded that unless regu-
lation was radically transformed it had better
be abandoned. Arguing that it was sound
in principle but vitiated by imperfectionsm practice, he advised that the regist^tion
of loose women and the police des mceurs
should be superseded in favour of control
by a Samtary Commission, to which all
cases of venereal disease should be reported
which would exercise surveillance over all
venereal patients, male as well as female,
and would denounce to the police all who
disobeyed the regimen imposed upon them.

R^ation of the kind contemplated by
Prof. Neisser cannot be brought to the test
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of results
; but the fact that it should have

been proposed demonstrates that the poUce
control of women of the town has been no
more successful in Germany, where it has
been exercised most thoroughly, than in
Paris or the United Kingdom. Unhke his
distinguished colleague, Prof. Blaschko is in
favour of the entire abandonment of regu-
lation, relying upon the educational and
hygienic activities of the Society of which
he was one of the founders, as a supple-
ment, of course, to the facihties for diagnosis
and treatment.

Of late years the attitude of the medical
profession towards this subject has under-
gone a remarkable change. At the Inter-
national Conference of 1902, although regu-
lation had no lack of medical champions,
it was unsparingly denounced by many
medical men on the ground of its failure.
The Conference was ahnost unanimously in
favour of the provision by law of gratuitous
treatment and the suppression of unqualified
treatment, and quite unanimous in declaring
that complete statistics should be officially
recorded, and in recommending that a know-
ledge of the gravity of venereal diseases
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should be diffused among the people, and
that youths and young men should be taught
that continence, so far from being injurious
to health, is from the medical point of view
to be recommended. But on the subject
of regulation—even with the revolutionary
chanegs advocated by Prof. Neisser—there
was no approach to agreement, and many
medical delegates of great eminence voted
against every resolution favouring that policy
in any form whatever. Since then the
tendency among medical men to rely upon
moral and hygienic education and the pro-
vision of free diagnosis and treatment has
been steadily growing. Early in my pro-
fessional career, when I was house surgeon
at the London Lock Hospital and saw
what havoc venereal diseases were working in
the community, I favoured regulation as a
very disagreeable necessity, as did the vast
majority of my colleagues. As time passed
I could not shut my eyes to the miserable
failure of that policy, both at home and
abroad, and in the Plea for the Appoint-
ment of a Royal Commission I recorded the
opinion that it would be a waste of energy
to advocate measures with a view to its
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revival The present senior surgeon of the

kd by he force of facts to a similar
change of v.ew. At the International Con-
toence of 1902 he recaUed the Cassandra-
Uce prophecies evoked by the repeal of the
Acts, and confessed that he had been among
the prophets of evil, but emphatically d^dared that time had proved the gloomy
surmises to be fallacious.

^
Why regulation has f«iled.-If it beasked why it is that regulation, which pro-mised so well, has so signally failed, theanswer ,s quite simple. In so L as w.menare respo, sible for the dissemination of these

diseases, the mischief is done much moreby women of the clandestine class than bythose who are "professionally" immonU

fLfrrf°" *™ classes

leage of the subject it is sufficiently clearWomen o the clandestine class do notpubhcly sohcit, and in many cases are en

to immorahty as a means of supplementine
tbeir wages. lUey are at once vLtly m^
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numerous and much more dangerous than

women of the other class, who usually have
undergone treatment and in many cases

become non-infective, and, moreover, are

familiar with the precautions that may be

taken against infection, while the others are

at once less instructed and less careful.

That disease is spread mostly by " un-

recognised" women is denied by no one.
" The clandestine prostitute," says Sir A.

Keogh, Director-General of the Arro^' Medical

Service, in deahng with regulatit y the

police, " will always evade their mesn, and it

is to her that the greatest amount of disease

is due." Debrie, at a meeting of the Soci^t^

Militaire J^'ran^aise in 1907, estimated that

the women who were outside all police

surveillance were three or four times as

numerous as those who were registered. At
a Congress in Berlin in 1912 Wiedanz showed
that in Bremen in the preceding year there

were 72 women of the clandestine class in-

fected with disease to every registered woman
so infected. In Brussels, according to Dr.

Dubois-Hav^^nith, Secretary-General of the

International Conferences of 1899 and 1902,

there were not more than about a hundred
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licensed women, against thousands of the
clandestine class, and he told the Royal
Commission on Venereal Diseases that it is

from the latter that the "great danger"
comes. To multiply facts such as these is

needless; but in the light of them it is

easy enough to understand why pohce regu-
lation has always and everywhere been a
conspicuous failure.

This country has finally decided against
regulation, and I do not apprehend that
there will be any organised denxand for its
revival in days when the influence of women
in public affairs is becoming more and more
powerful

; but, knowing that the policy has
not lost its speciousness for some minds, I
have thought it well to expose its fallacious-
ness. In the next chapter will be discussed
the question whether it is at present prac-
ticable to make it a criminal offence know-
ingly to communicate venereal disease. In
so far as police measures can be of service
in this crusade it will probably be in some
such form as that. To make the commu-
nication of disease, in spite of warning, a
penal offence would involve no sex dis-

crimination, nor would it be open to the
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other formidable objections which are urged
against regulation. But in my opinion no
merely punitive measures are likely ever to
have more than a subordinate importance.
Essentially the remedy for this evil will be
found in the energetic but discriminating

employment of the moral and educational
and medical measures outlined in Chapters
V. and VI.



CHAPTER IX

Some Further IVoposals

In this chapter we may consider some further
questions that have arisen in connection
with the crusade against venereal disease.
Some of them are ah-eady ripe for legislative
treatment. As the education of the people
in this subject progresses and pubhc opinion
matures, action on certain others, which at
present it would not be judicious to force
into the foreground, may become generaUy
acceptable.

The suppreaiion of quackery.—In the
chapter on Notification (p. 97) passing aUusion
IS made to unqualified treatment as one of
the obstacles in the way of bringing venereal
diseases under control by applying to them
effectual treatment. The extent to which
patients who believe themselves to be suf-
fering from these diseases resort to herbal-
ists and other quacks, and also to chemists,
IS not adequately appreciated. In 1910
the Local Government Board issued a

III
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Report fr^ n which it appeared that in

many of the great towns the treatment of

these diseases was " largely in the hands

of unquaUfied persons," that the number
of so-called speciahsts in venereal disease

seemed to be increasing, and that they often

contrived to acquire a great reputation,

although entirely ignorant of medicine. In

a later Report, issued in 1913, the late Dr.

Johnstone, Medical Inspector to the Board,

stated that he was informed by medical

men in the large towns he had visited

that they were rarely consulted by venereal

patients until they had been for some time

in the hands of herbalists or chemists, or

had tried some advertised "cure."

It is generally the desire for concealment

that prompts persons to answer advertise-

ments of remedies or to go for treatment

to quacks. The result, needless to say,

is uniformly unfortunate. In some cases

patients are told that they have syphilis

when there is nothing the matter but some

trifling affection of the skin, are kept under

treatment at considerable cost, and suffer

mental torture which, in exceptional cases,

as is noted in the Report of the Royal Com-
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mission, has led to suicide. Whether they

have syphilis or not, their fears are worked
upon by the ghastly pictures and advertise-

ments appearing in the books which many
of these charlatans d'stribute. Many cases

of actual syphilis are not detected, for these

quacks make no pretence to employ the

means of diagnosis described in Chapters II.

and III. ; and in some cases, where the

initial symptoms are slight and transient,

it would be hardly possible, even for an
accomplished clinician well versed in syphilis,

to make a proper diagnosis without the aid

of the new methods. Even if the quack
recognises the disease, the treatment is un-
suitable, in- many instances ludicrously so.

I have had patients come to me in the later

stages of syphilis who have been treated

simply with sarsaparilla ! If any reader

should be curious as to the qualifications

of herbahsts for undertaking the diagnosis

and treatment of syphihs, he may be re-

ferred to the evidence given to the Royal
Commission by a representative of the

National Association of Medical Herbalists,

who was called to the witness-chair because
of the extent to which these people are
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resorted to in some parts of the country.
As the Royal Commissioners remark, " This
evidence speaks for itself, and in our opinion
effectually disposes of the claims of herbahsls
to be regarded as competent to treat venere; 1

diseases."

The objection to unauthorised treatment
of venereal disease, whether by herbahsts
or by other quacks, is not that the patient
is fleeced. That is his own affair. But it

is a matter of public concern that he should
not be rendered non-infective, and often
should have no proper warning of the danger
of communicatmg the disease to others, and
that he should miss the chance of receiving
proper treatment in the only stage in
which it can be relied upon to avert the
worst effects of the disease. At the best,
skilled treatment, when at last it is sought,
is rendered more difficult and more pro^
longed; at the worst, the patient presently
falls a prey to affections, such as aneurysm
and various forms of paralysis, including
general paralysis of the insane, which can
neither be cured nor much mitigated. It is
clearly necessary, therefore, in the interests
of the community that somethmg should be
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done to save patients from a lorm of folly

so calamitous.

The Select Committee on Patent Medi-

cines recommended that all advertisements

of remedies for venereal diseases should be

prohibited, and this reconunendation has

received the emphatic endorsement of the

Royal Commissioners, who would have gone

farther and advocated the legal prohibition

of treatment of these diseases by unquaUfied

persons but for the practical difficulties

which they saw in securing the effective

operation of such a law at present. They

were informed by Dr. Svend Lomholt that

in Denmark unqualified persons are not

consulted because the treatment provided

by the State is easily available and the

medical profession has tae confidence of the

public, and similar evidence was given by

Dr. Santoliquido in regard to Italy. It is

found that men in the Army, who are now

carefully instructed in the nature of venereal

disease and have the best treatment pro-

vided for them, show less disposition to

resort to quacks than they used to, and

it may be that the civil population, when it

enjoys the same advantages, will be not
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less wise. In that case nothing further
need be done. I confess, however, that I
am not over-sanguine that the mere pro-
hibition of advcitisements of remedies wi''
meet the case within any reasonable time.A prochvity to quackeiy is only too common
an infir.nity, which does not always aigue
a general stupidity. Some have the notion
that a peculiar virtue resides in " herbs,"
that IS. in medicines derived from the veg^
table kingdom, not knowing, or wilfuUy
Ignoring, the efficacy of such drugs as iron
mercury, and arsenic, which are of mineral
origin Others greedily devour eveiy story
they hear of the marvellous cures effected
by Professor So-and-So with a remedy
tnat IS his peculiar secret. The wide dif-
fusion of such forms of guUibility raises adoubt whether something more is not re-
qmred than the prohibition of advertise-
ments, and if the Govermnent should con-
clude that the practical difficulties which
weighea with the Royal Commission are not
msuperable and should recommend Parlia-
ment to make all unauthorised treatment
01 these diseases a penal offence, this bolder
course would not improbably commend itself
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to the common sense of a community which,

having to find the money for the policy

now being brought into operation, may
reasonably demand that nothing should be
tolerated which would militate against its

success.

The wilful communication of venereal

disease.— The propriety of making it a

criminal offence knowingly to infect another

with venereal disease is a very important

question that was raised by Mr. Herbiii

Samuel at the Mansion House meeting
in October, 1916. On its merits it admits
of but one answer. That punishment
should be inflicted for a trifling assault,

and a more serious degree of violence be
visited by imprisonment without the option

of a fine, while one of the gravest of diseases

may be wantonly communicated with impu-
nity, is an anomaly of the grossest descrip-

tion. Even that is an understatement of

the case. The consequences of an act of

violence end with the victim of the outrage

;

to communicate diseases which may go on
spreading in a widening circle is a crime that

falls into quite another category. The diffi-

culty of bringing home the offence to the
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culprit would in many cases be considerable
and numbers of offenders would escape
punishment. That is a weighty but not
perhaps an insuperable objection to the
suggested change in the law. It was pointed
out by Mr. Samuel that if prisoners who
are infective when released were formaUy
warned of their condition and of the dangers
to others involved in incontinence, the fact
would be evidence of guilty knowledge if
they were found to have communicated the
disease. There are other ways also in which
proof of knowledge would be procurable.
But even if the penalty were not often en-
forced, the fact that it existed would power-
fully reinforce the endeavours now' being
made to inculcate a sense of the heinousness
of passing on to others diseases charged with
such terrible potentialities.

The further detention of infective pri-
soners.—A large proportion of prisoners,
and especially of short-term prisoners, are
venereally infective when their sentences
expire. In 1914. although the medical ex-
amination is by no means of a searching
character, virtually one out of every two
of the prisoners dischaiiged from the local
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prisons in England and Wales were found

to be in this condition, and in Scotland the

proportion was still greater. There is some
doubt whether the Prisons Comniissioners

have the power to subject a prisoner to the

Wassermann test (p. 34) to decide whether

he is actively syphilitic, or to administei

salvarsan, or one of its substitutes, against

his will, and obviously any doubt on these

points ought to be cleared up bv statute.

A larger question renjains. Ought power
to be given to detain an infective prisoner

until, by being rendered non-infective, he
has ceased to be a danger to the health of

the community to which he is returning ?

In Denmark prisoners who on being sentenced

are found to be infective are at once treated

in a hospital, and their term of imprisonment

only begins when they have been cured,

while in New South Wales those who are

infective at the end of their terms are de-

tained in a Lock Hospital until cured. The
Royal Commission was unable to advise

either of these courses. One of its mem-
bers. Canon Horsley, who for ten years was
a prison chaplain, advocated, in a Note
to the Report, that the system prevailing
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in New South Wales should be followed;
but the other members contented themselves
with adopting the view of Sir Herbert
Smalley, formerly Medical Inspector of
Prisons, and now a Prisons Commissioner,
that infective prisoners, on getting their
discharge, should be advised to seek treat-
ment at a free clinic, and that arrangements
should be made for a representative of a
Discharged Prisoners' Aid Society or some
similar institution to keep in touch with
them and endeavour to induce them to
continue treatment as long as necessary.
Probably that is as far as it is wise to go
at present. To detain until non-infective a
prisoner who has served his sentence, when
no attempt at compulsory treatment is made
m the case of the law-abiding, would no
doubt offer a tempting opportunity for senti-
mental agitation. But the large proportion
of prisoners who are infective, and their
deficiency, as a class, in self-control, create
a presumption that pubUc opinion wiU not
always «be content with the position in
which the question has for the present
been left.

Detention of Poor Law patients.—The
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case of venereal patients treated in Poor
Law institutions, who often leave when
their treatment has only just begun, stands

on a different footing. Under Section 22

of the Poor Law Amendment Act, 1867,

it is provided that inmates of Poor Law
institutions suffering from " bodily disease

of an infectious character " are liable to

be detained until the Medical Officer of

Health certifies that they are no longer in

a condition to be dangerous to others. This

would seem to cover the case of venereal

patients, but the power has never yet been
exercised in connection with them, and as

there is some doubt of its applicability the

Royal Commission, with one dissentient, re-

commended legislation to make the point

clear, at the same time registering the

opinion that the wards set apart for venereal

patients should be made as suitable and
cheerful as possible, and that the best

modern treatment should be provided, so

that the number of cases in which com-
pulsion would be necessary might be reduced

to a minimum. It is hardly likely that

public opinion will be antagonised by what
is nothing more than a fulfihnent of the
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intention of the Act of 1867, while the
passing of legislation to authorise the de-
tention of infecti/e paupers would make it

easier to mete out the same measure to
infective prisoners. Meanwhile, efforts should
be made to induce these patients to avail
themselves of the facilities to be provided
at the treatment centres for the general
population, and the way might possibly be
made specially easy for them.

Detention of soldiers and sailors.—The
number of men annually invalided out of
the Army and the Navy for venereal dis-
ease is not large, and in the Army, although
there is no power to compel men whose term
of service has expired to continue treatment,
they usually do so voluntarily. No argu-
ment is required to defend the recommenda-
tion of the Ro\ al Commission that neither
soldiers nor sailo.'-s whose term of servi e is

still running shouK be discharged until they
have been rendered non-infective. Whether
others who are entitled to their discharge
should Be compulsorily detained, or should
only, as the Royal Commission advises, be
encouraged to continue under treatment as
long as is necessary, is more disputable.
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But as the number of men in this category
is not large, the question is one of no great
importance. After the War our military
system may have to be remodelled, and it

is not worth while, therefore, further to
discuss the question.

Venereal disease and marriage.—Until
recent years a wife infected by her hus-
band with venereal disease could only ob-
tain a divorce if she couM prove that the
disease had been communicated " knowingly,
wilfully, or recklessly." The fact that he was
infected was taken as proof of adultery, and
the communication of the disease to her
under the conditions described was regarded
as evidence of cruelty. In 1911, however.
Sir Samuel Evans, President of the Probate
Division, carried the law a step farther, for
he laid it down that all that it was neces-
sary for the wife to prove was that she had
become infected and had not contracted
the disease by an act of infidelity on her
own part.

The effect of this decision is to throw
upon the husband the burden of proving
that he has not communicated the disease
"knowingly, wilfully, or recklessly." The
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decision has not been appealed against, and

so long as it is not reversed by a Court of

Appeal it may be regarded as the law of

the land. It was not within the province

of the Royal Commission to consider the

larger question whether infidelity in a hus-

band, apart from cruelty, should be a ground

of divorce, as it is in the case of a wife,

and, the law standing as it does as regards

the communication of disease, no further

legislation was recommended.

Another question in connection with

venereal disease and marriage must now be

considered. Ought the existence, at the time

of marriage, of undisclosed communicable

venereal disease to give the husband or the

wife, as the case may be, the right to claim

a declaration that the marriage is null and

void? This question was explored by the

Royal Commission on Divorce and Matri-

monial Causes. Impressed by the evidence

it obtained as to the misery occasioned by
venereal diseases, the resulting sterihty, the

suffering inflicted upon the aggrieved party,

and the consequences to children, that Com-
mission unanimously recommended that in

these circumstances the husband or wife
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should be entitled to a decree of nullity.
This recommendation was subject to two
conditions—one that no marital intercourse
had taken place since the discovery of
the disease, the other that the suit must
be instituted within a year of the mar-
riage.

^

In his evidence before the Royal Com-
mission on Venereal Diseases Sir Samuel
Evans maintained that the recommendation
went too far, because such a change in the
law would deprive the husband of the chance
of living with the wife afterwards, and would
attach the stigma of illegitimacy to the child
of the marriage, or the chUdren—for the
wife towards the end of the first year might
be in her second pregnancy. In spite of
this declaration, the members of this Com-
mission came to the conclusion that the law
should be thus altered, holding it to be
"most important that it should be laid
down by law that the presence of venereal
disease in an infectious state constitutes
an incapacity for marriage, whether or not
the presence of disease is known. We re-
gard this question," they go on to say,
"as one affecting not only the married

J
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persons themselves, but also the public wel-

fare in respect of the birth-rate and death-

rate and the effects of congenital disease

upon the health and happiness of the off-

spring." They also recommended that ii

at present a decree of nullity would rend«

the child or children of the marriage illegiti-

mate, the law should so be altered that th<

disabilities attaching to illegitimacy shouh

not follow; that it should be within th(

discretion of the Court to deci l j in eacl

case whether the public interest require<

that a decree of nullity should be pronounced

and that the Court should have power t(

make such arrangements as seemed fittini

for the maintenance and guardianship c

the children, and also for their treatmen

if diseased.

This carefully guarded and unanimou

recommendation of two Royal Commissioi]

upon which the Churches were authoriti

tively represented is scarcely likely i

arouse opposition. In addition to tl

reasons akeady mentioned as telling in ii

favour, the proposed change in the la

would strengthen the hands of medici

men when they set themselves to dissuac
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from marriage patients who are still in-

fective. Every medical man who has seen
much of venereal disease has frequent

occasion for attempting this dissuasion, and
not rarely the warning is disregarded, as it

was in Les Avarics. If such patients knew
that the marriage was liable to annulment
the appeal to their prudence would power-
fully reinforce the appeal to their moral
sense •

Privilege for medical men.—The prac-

titioner whose warning to a patient is dis-

regarded in the circumstances described ought
certainly to be in a position, without risk

to himself, to warn a fianch or her parents
or guardians of the danger which threatens
her. But it appears that as the law stands
at present he might be sued or prosecuted.

Conclusive proof that the prospective hus-
band was venereally infective would be an
answer either to a charge of defamation or

to a civil action. But in some cases con-
clusive proof would be difficult to furnish,

and in such cases the fact that the warning
had been given in good faith would not, as

the Report of the Royal Commission points
out, afford a medical man " even the quahned
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protection which is in some circumstances

conferred upon a defendant by the doctrine

of privileged communication." He is there-

fore placed in the embarrassing position of

having to choose between the counsels of

prudence and the dictates of duty—an em-

barrassment all the greater from the fact

that the patient would be sure to urge the

plea of professional confidence. The recom-

mendation of the Royal Commission was

that whenever a communication is made

in good faith to a parent, or to one who

stands in loco parentis towards the endan-

gered person, whether man or woman, with

the object of preventing or delaying marriage

with a venereally infective person, the com-

munication should be privileged. The re-

commendation is supported by the authority

of Sir Samuel Evans, but it is so clearly

demanded by the public interest and in bare

justice to those who take upon themselves

a painful and thankless duty that it can

afford to go to the Legislature on its own

merits. And the same privilege ought to

be extended to communications made in

good faith by medical men in other circum*

stances with the object of preventing the
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dissemination of venereal disease— in the

case, for example, of men with syphilitic

sores on their hands who have the handling

of food for human consumption. I know

of a case in which a milkman with ter-

tiary sores on his hands was only pre-

vented from continuing his occupation by

the medical attendant giving information to

his employers. The inequity of leaving com-

munications such as this unprivileged is

obvious.

Death certificatioii and statistics.—In

Chapter IV. (p. 57) it is shown that the

present method of death certification renders

the Registrar-General's returns of the number

of deaths due essentially to syphilis un-

trustworthy and misleading. The remedy

suggested by Dr. Stevenson, Superintendent

of Statistics to the Registrar-General, and

approved by the Royal Commission, is that

the certificate furnished by the medical

attendant to the relatives should state simply

the fact of death, and that the cause of

death should be set out in a second certificate,

to be forwarded by post to the registrar,

and to be strictly confidential, access to it

only to be possible on the order of a Court
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of Justice. In every important European
State confidential registration already pre-

vails. The Royal Commission also recom-
mends that the notification of stillbirths

should include cases in which the period of

pregnancy is less than twenty-eight weeks,
so that the statistics of antenatal deaths,

whether due to venereal disease or to other

causes, may be as complete as possible. As
little objection can be taken to either of

these proposals as to the further recom-

mendations that in hospitals and Poor Law
institutions accurate statistics j. lould be kept

of the prevalence of disease, whatever its

nature ; that a record should be kept of

the number of persons for whom salvarsan

or its substitutes is provided at the public

expense, and that all institutions which

receive grants from the Exchequer for the

diagnosis or treatment of venereal disease

should keep and render available complete

aggregate statistics regarding these diseases.

The object of these various proposals is to

secure data for a more accurate estimate

than at present can be formed of the inci-

dence of disease. At some future time,

perhaps, the State may expect medical men
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to furnish similar aggregate statistics of

venereal diseases treated in their private

practice. Not until then will it be possible

to ascertain with precision the extent to

which these diseases are prevalent m our

midst.



CHAPTER X
The Urgency of the Question

Long before reaching this point the reader
will, I hope, have been satisfied that the ques-
tion with which this book is concerned is one
of great gravity. But is it also urgent ? Can
it not wait until after the War, as so many
other much-needed reforms have to wait?
Is this the thne to make fresh demands upon
the public purse, and have not the Govern^
ment and the local authorities enough to do
to cany on in these trying days without
adding to their burdens ?

Such were the questions asked when the
Report of the Royal Commission was issued.
The reply to them is that while many other
thmgs may and must wait until the War
is over, this thing cannot wait. It has been
frankly admitted that a considerable ex-
penditure will be involved. But the War is

the very reason why that expenditure must
be incurred. Before the War we were an
incalculably wealthy nation. After the War

136
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we shall be an impoverished nation. We
shall be faced with the prospect of a series

of lean years—^years in which heavy taxation

will coincide with greatly diminished re-

sources. Before, without being sensible of

the loss, we could waste our substance by

allowing venereal disease to crowd our

asylums and Poor Law institutions, our blind

and deaf schools, with its human wreckage.

Now it is necessary that we should call a

halt to this monstrous extravagance. We
can afford neither indefinitely to go on

maintaining these unhappy victims of in-

capacitating disease nor to dispense with

the contributions they ought to be making

to the nation's work and wealth.

Before the War, again, though the birth-

rate was falling, we had a population over-

fiowingly large, and could spare much of the

flower of our manhood for the peopling of

our Dominions and Colonies in the ends of

the earth. Now, week by week, the man-

hood not only of these islands, but of the

Empire at large, is falling in huge swathes

before the scythe of the reaper whose name
is Death, and when at last the carnage

ceases we shall be impoverished in men as
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well as in money. To leave unchecked di»-

e fr: which cause a vast amount of sterility

in both sexes, which slay multitudes of chil-

dren before they can come to birth, and
which doom muhitudes more to an exist-

ence which is onl>' abortion in a lower degree,

an existence in which neither body nor mind
can attain maturity, would therefore be
improvidence carried to its highest point.

But there is yet another and a more
immediately exigent reason why this reform
cannot wait. Students of mihtary history

are familiar with the fact that every con-

siderable war is both attended and followed

by a formidable rise in the incidence of

venereal disease. Von Toply, an Austrian
army surgeon who has given much attention

to this subject, has shown that in most wars
venereal disease is responsible for a per-

centage of medical casualties varying between
17 and 31, and that in war time, in most
armies, from 50 to 300 soldiers out of every
thousand contract it year by year. It has
been calculated that in 129 battles of modern
times the dead and wounded were 79-4 per
thousand of the total strength of the armies
engaged, and from these figures von Toply
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infers that if an army were to fight one

battle every year the casualties, dead and

wounded, would be rather less numerous

than those due to vei^eal disease.

In the Prussian army, for many years

before the outbreak of the War, there had

been, on the whole, a consistent decline in

this form of disease. Since the War began

the movement has been in the opposite

direction. The increase has been most pro-

nounced in the hostile regions which have

been overrun by the German armies, for

there the licentiousness of the soldiery has

been less curbed, if it has not been actually

encouraged. Of the conduct of the troops

in Belgium, Northern France, and Poland

shocking details have been coUected, not by

an enemy, but by Prof. Blaschko, of Berlin

;

and it is a just Nemesis that the German
military authorities should have reason for

grave alarm at the consequences of the

odious behaviour at which they have, at

the least, connived. Among those who have

been dismayed at the rapid spread of venereal

poison in the German armies was the late

Prof. Neisser, the President of the German

Society for Combating Venereal Diseases.

'ffliil liiiii'
• 'V>iC««- -ir-ibr}^:y..--jcn-^.
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T)ie last report of this Society* recounts the
strenuous efforts which have been made to
control this menace to the health of Ger-
many. Some, including Prof. Neisser, have
gone so far as to advocate that at the end
of the War, in spite of the enormous expense
involved, every officer, non-commissioned
officer, and private should be submitted to
the Wassermann test before being allowed
to return to civil Ufe. Prof. Blaschko would
limit this and other tests to those who have
actuaUy suffered from venereal disease during
the War, and would keep every one of them
under military control until cured, so that
they might not further spread the infection
among the civil population, where already
it is rapidly increasing.

The Austrian armies are in no better case
than the German. In November, 1916, re-
ports reached this country of a meeting of
the Medical Society of Vienna in March at
which Prof. Finger quoted an estimate that
among the seven millions of men embodied
by Austria, from 700,000 to 800,000 were
suffering from venereal disease. In Austria
the epidemics of other diseases which foUowed

* Lmttt, Sept. 23, 1916.
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the outbreak of the War were brought

under control by the spring of 1915, but

when Prof. Finger spoke venereal disease

was still increasing, both in the armies and
among civihans. A large hospital for in-

fected women had had to be opened in

Vienna, and the same provision had been
found necessary in many other large towns.*

These facts are not given in order to sug-

gest that the condition of the enemy armies

is much worse than that of the armies of

the Allies. With regard to our own armies,

there is only too much reason for concern.

Lord Kitchener's manly appeal to the sense

of honour of every member of the original

Expeditionary Force was but the beginning

of an effort which has known no remission

for keeping our men free of this evil, an
effort in which the CLarchf^s and many social

workers have co-operated with the military

and Army Medical Service authorities. But
it would be too much to hope that in this

vast and long-drawn-out War the British

armies will furnish an exception to a uni-

versal rule. In the Report of the Royal
Conmussion there appears a chart of the

* British MuUtal foumil, Nov. 4. 1916
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incidence of venereal disease in the British

Army from 7866 to 1912, which shows that

during the Boer War the fall which had been
recorded over a number of years gave place

to a rise. So it will be, no doubt, during the
present War. In giving evidence at Sydney
in August, 1916, before the Commonwealth
Commission on Venereal Disease, Lieut.-

Colonel Sir Herbert Maitland, of the Royal
Army Medical Corps, recognised the rapidity

with which these diseases had been spread-
ing in that city, and told the Commission
that in the first seven months of the year
he had himself examined no fewer than 2,000
infected soldiers.

Upon this painful aspect of the subject

it is not necessary to enlarge. It must, I

think, be evident to all that both on econo-
mic and on Public Health grounds it is

urgently necessary that the steps which have
been taken to provide centres for the diag-
nosb and treatment of these diseases must
be energetically followed up, so that b«fore
the War ends and our men come home there
shall be no district in the country in ^ch
either diagnosis or treatment will be sought
in vain.

i ,1

. !;

H
:

'1:
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When Britain, so whole-heartedly devotf
to peace, flew to arms in defence of the libei-

ties of Europe, she shov/ed that she had not
lost the political instinct which had led her
to defend those liberties against the aggres-
sions of Spain in the sixteenth century and
of Napoleon two hundred years later. It
was the same instinct, operating in another
sphere, which enabled her to see that the
moment had come to cast aside long-estab-
lished prepossessions and embark upon a
campaign to save the people, soldiers and
civilians alike, from the devastations of
venereal disease. And it is my firm con-
viction that this crusade, hke that, will have
a triumphant issue.
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